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PREFACE 

The model for a criminl.1listics laboratory information system described in this report was developed by 
Project SEARCH (now SEARCH Group, Inc.) as part of its ongoing program of facilitating the application 
of advanced technology to the administration of criminal justice. The project. funded by the Law Enrorce
ment Assistance Administration, addressed itself to three topics: 

• definition of the information needs of criminalistics laboratories throughout the nation 
• conceptual design of an automated information storage and retrieval system 
• creation of a plan for implementing the system 
Future efforts will include the detailed design, implementation, and evaluation or a pilot system and, 

eventually, full system implementation. 

SEARCH Group, Inc. (Project SEARCH) IS a private, non-profit justice research organization owned 
and opel~ated by the fifty states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, which rosters 
research of greater magnitude than can normally be undertak.en by individual states. 

Thomas M. Muller served as CLlS Project Chairman and Fred Wynbrandt as Vice-Chairman. Subcom
mittee Chairmen were Edward Bigler, Richard Fox, and Frank rvladrazo. Administrative stafr services for 
the project were provided by the California Crime Technological Research Foundation: technical support 
was provided under contract by PRC Public Management Services, Inc. 

Four volumes providing detailed information about specific aspects of the project are being published. 
• Volume 1 - Identification (~f User Needs 
• Volume 2 - Systems Design For a Conceptual Model 
• Volume 3 - System and Orgolli;:'Cltiollal ImpClct 
• Volume 4 - Implementation Plall 
Copies of these volumes are available from SEARCH Group, Inc. 
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GLOSSARY 

DATA PROCESSING TERMS 

baud Number of bits transmilled per second. 
o t uSLIally req u ires eigh t bits to transm it one charac
ter. ) 

. hyte .T.hat portion of a computer word capable 
of contall~lng a single character. Used synony
mOllsly WI th "character" in th is report. 

. CPU. Central processing unit. A computer 
without Its data storage and other peripherals. 

CRT Cathode ray tube. 

hardwired Accomplished by electronics 
rather than programming. 

I/O Input and output. 

modem Device which connects a terminal or 
computer to a telephone line. 

peripheral Device with which a computer 
stores data or communicates, with the outside 
world. such as a disk drive. card reader or tele-
typewriter. ' 

INSTITUTIONAL ABBREVIATIONS 

. ASTl\l American Society forTesting and Mat
erIals (Philadelphia. Pennsylvania). 

FelC Florida Crime Information Center (Tal
lahassee. Florida). 

HOCRE Home Office Central Research Es
tablishment (Aldcrl11aston. United Kingdom). 

WRAIR Walter Reed Army Institute for Re
search (Washington. ]J.C.) 

GEOGRAPHIC ABBREVIATIONS 
NE =: NEW ENGLAND 

Connecticut 
Maine 
Mas~ach usetts 
New Hampshire 
Rhode Island 
Vermon t 

MA == MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
New J erse\' 
New' York-
Pennsylvania 

ENC = EAST NORTH CENTRAL 
Illinois 
Indiana 

IV 

Michigan 
Ohio 
Wisconsin 

WNC = WEST NORTH CENTRAL 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
Nebraska 
North Dakota 
South Dakota 

SA = SOUTH ATLANTIC 
Delaware 
District of Columbia 
Florida 
Georgia 
Maryland 
North Carolina 
South Carolina 
Virginia 
West Virginia 

ESC = EAST SOUTH CENTRAL 
Alabama 
Kentucky 
Mississippi 
Tennessee 

WSC = WEST SOUTH CENTRAL 
Arkansas 
Louisiana 
Oklahoma 
Texas 

M = MOUNTAIN 
Arizona 
Colorado 
Idaho 
Montana 
Nevada 
New Mexico 
Utah 
Wyoming 

P = PACIFIC 
Alaska 
California 
Hawaii 
Oregon 
Washington 

PR = PUERTO RICO 

, 

CHAPTER 1. SCOPE OF VOLUME 2 

INTRODUCTION 

The conceptual design of a criminalistic labora
tory information system (CLlS) is presented in this 
Volume and direetly addresses those user needs pre
sented in Volume I. Thc principal emphasis of the 
information presented in subsequent volumes ampli
fies this conceptual design. 

Chapter 1 includes a definition of key terms 
which will be used throughout the remainder of the 
report. 

Chapter 2 profiles the potential CLlS users. For 
purposes of this analysis, "potential users" includes 
all laboratories that have returned a laboratory in
formation form. Included is a list of respondents by 
geographic area (The FBI's Uniform Crime Re
porting geographic area designators have been used) 
and an expansion of the statistical analysis of the 
size of responding laboratories presented originally 
in Volume 1. 

Chapter 3 discusses each application area carried 
forward from Volume 1 in relation to general de
sign eonsiderations including: 

• General operating functions 
• Data base requirements 
• Processing functions 
• Communications 
• Maintenance 
• Initial implementation. 
Chapter 4 summarizes the system resources 

needed to support current application areas and 
anticipated future requirements of CLlS as 
coneeptualized. 

Chapter 5 presents the design alternatives for 
CLlS communications, data storage, processing, and 
maintenanee requirements. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

To lay the foundation for discussion of the con
eeptual design of CLlS, it is appropriate to define 
several key terms relative to the dev0lopment of a 
sys tems design. 

Systcm Dcsign. A general sequence of activities 
utilized in the design of information systems has 
evolved over the years. First, an idea or concept is 
developed suggesting that a sp(;eifie information sys
tem might be appropriate to support a particular 
activity or solve a particular probkil1. The idea is 
either dropped, tabled or developed to the extent that 
a decision to pursue its possibil5ties is reached. 

Requirelllents A nl/lysis. The next step is a formal 
undertaking to determine what the system must do 
to achieve the desired results. What information will 
it provide? What funetions will it perform? The re
quirements analysis answers these general questions. 

Conceptual Design. A clearer picture begins to 
develop of how the system must perform in terms 
of the end products that address the requirements. 
But tlw system components, files and processing 
functions must all interrelate in the way that tbe 
end produets are aehieved in the most efficient and 
effective manner. 

The next step is to conceptualize the entire sys
tem. Given the requirements and the available know
ledge of the application area, how is the general 
eonfiguration of the system going to look? TI;e con
eeptual design documents the idea. 

Feasibility Study. It is now known what the sys
tem has to do and how it might be structured. The 
question now becomes, based on what is known, is 
it technically practical and eeonomieally feasible to 
implement the system? The feasibility study address
es this final hurdle. 

Detailed Design (including ~ystell1 specifica
tions). If the feasibility decision is positive, all of the 
cletails that will lead to the actual implementation of 
the system must be developed. An information sys
tem is not usually implemented from a conceptual 
design, because of its general nature. Necessary im
plementation details are normally provided by the 
comprehensive system specifieations included in a 
detailed design doeument. 

This is admittedly a gross oversimplifieation of 
what is very often a very time-eonsuming, sophisti
eated, and comprehensive sequence of events. In 



SO/lJe form or another, however, these basic activities 
are generally completed in the sequence uescribeu 
uuring the course of designing an information sys
tem. and although they usually arc identified with 
the dcsign of automated systems, the same general 
principles can be effectively applieu to manual in
formation systems or components. In summary, the 
steps are: 

• The iuea (preliminary conceptual design) 
• Requirements analysis 
• Conceptual design 
• Feasibility study 
• Detailed design. 

DEVELOPMENT OF A CONCEPTUAL 
DESIGN 

The scope of the CLlS Phase ] effort includes 
the conccptual design of a computerized information 
system designed to meet the needs of the user labo
ratories. Some of the products o( this effort are to 
include data element lists and coding structures, re
cord and file layouts, and indexing and access 
critcria for each of the requirement areas defined in 
Volulllc 1. To some extent this level of detail is not 
consistent with a normal conceptual design proce
dure, and unless the nature of the specific require
ments is kept in the proper perspective, some of 
these details may be considered premature at this 
point. Generally, these considerations arc clements 
of a detailed systems specifications document. This 
volume, in conjunction with Volume I, presents two 
of the basic steps or systems design - requirements 
analysis and conceptual design - and includes parts 
of another - system specifications. 

Even though the scope of all project activity 
relates to a "conceptual design", some of these detail 
design elements arc being included. However, a COIll

p1etL" detailed design or CLlS, to include all system 
specifications, is not a part of the Phase 1 effort. The 
conceptual design that follows in the subsequent 
chapters of this report, therefore, is something more 
than a true conceptual design in that additional con
siderations arc addressed. 

PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

I n deVeloping a preliminary design for each of 
the eLlS application areas, a n\lmber of considera-
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tions will be addressed. These considerations arc 
generally defined in the following paragraphs. In 
Chapter 3 they are detailed individually for each 
application mea. 

General Operating Functions. This will discuss 
what CLIS could do, frol11 the users' viewpoint, for 
a given application. Inputs and outputs will be con
sidered. Examples of inputs might be the punching 
of keys (either on a terminal keyboard or in the 
production of punched cards) or the acquisition of 
online signals from an analytical instrument. Outputs 
might be teletyped terminal responses, typed or 
printed reports, CRT displays, etc. 

Data Base Requirements. Possible characteristics 
of a file to support this applic.ldon include the 
following:, 

File COli tent. What will be in the files? What 
data ebllents are needed for the application? Ex
amples of dht~ elemcnts are chemical names in a 
file of spectra or one for sources of reagents; st!i'!et 
addresses in a file of sources, expertise or reagents; 
land or groove width in a rifling file; authors' names 
in a literature abstract or bibliographic file, etc. 

Fi/e Stl"llctllre. Two major types of computer 
files are "random" and "sequential." In a random 
file the computer can directly address the item 
sought; in a sequential file it has to search from the 
beginning of the file until it encounters the entry it 
is looking for. Magnetic tape files arc generally se
quential. Random files arc usually on magnetic discs 
or drums and arc more expensive; however, retrieval 
of data is significantly more rapid than that of 
sequential files. 

Record Layout and Element Coding StJ'llctures. 
Each file will be divided into one or more kinds of 
records. A record will contain all the data clements 
for a given kind of entry. For example, a file of in
frared spectra might have a record for each spectrum 
it contains. The data clements in each record might 
be number codes representing physical state and 
functional groups, and decimal nllmbers representing 
wavelengths at which the compound's spectrum has 
peaks (bands). 

A ccess Criteria and Indexing Methodology. Since 
the purpose of creating these files is to retrieve in
formation from them, they should be designed with 
the idea in mind of making this as easy as possible. 
Indexing methodology involves the gross arrange
ment (alphabetical? - chronological?) and hierar
chical structuring (subfiles within files, sLlch as drugs 
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and pyrolyzates as categories within a lile of infra
red spectra). Access criteria concern such things as 
indexing by chemical compound name or by spectral 
pattern, inclusion of a cross-reference table for syn
onyms, and usc of sequential file, which l11ust be 
searched in its entirety, or a random-access file, 
which directly references items of interest via (lirec
tories or dictionaries. 

Estimated File Size and Growth Rate. File size is 
a measure of the total storage space required for all 
the entries or records that should be in the file. A 
growth rate must also be predicted (how much space 
will be needed for the information to be added each 
year or other unit of time). These parameters will 
impact upon the hardware chosen, if any, and indeed 
upon the whole implementation approach. 

IJl'Ocessing Functions. Given the datu base re
quirements and file structures, how are programs 
designed to manipUlate this information and get it 
into and out of the files? 

Data Encoding alld Allocation Schemes. In either 
a manual or a computerized system, some sort of 
translation process is likely to be required to get 
data from diverse sources into a standardized format 
for filing. An example might be the conversion of a 
compound's chemical characteristics into llt.:'l1eric 
codes that can be stored more compaetly.On a com
puterized system a further translation might be per
formed automatically by program, such as from the 
numeric codes into binary patterns. Also on a com
puterized system, programs may reallocate informa
tion from the way it is seen "outside." For instance, 
a long description might be broken into "standard" 
and "overflow" records stored in different places. 

File Search and IHatch Techlliques. For each ap
plication, means must be developed to allow the user 
to find what he wants in the file. He may be looking 
for an abstract of a specific article; he may be looking 
for all abstracts pertaining to a specific subject; or 
he wants to know which compounds in the file most 
closely approxi mate the results of an analysis he has 
performed in the laboratory. In each case his entry 
must be matched against those on file, whether it be 
for similarity of spectral peak patterns, closeness of 
spelling of chemical names, or whatever. 

Applicability of aFunctional Language. In some 
cases an operator can be "led by the hand" through 
a question-and-answer format so that he does not 
need any special knowledge to work with a comput
erized information system. In other cases, however, 
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it is' more appropriate that the operator learn a spe
cial set of commands tailored to his specific applica
tion ami understood both by him and the computer. 
This latter is known as a functional language, 

COllcurre/lcy of Operation. It is likely that access 
to the system will be desired by more than one labo
ratory at a time. These accesses lllay well involve 
difl'erent applications. Within a larger laboratory 
many examiners may want simultaneous access to 
the systelll. 'Nays of making this possible will be 
addressed. 

Communications. This subject must be considered 
in order to determine the best means of transmitting 
information back and forth between the user labora
tories and a computer facility or facilities. 

Estimated Usage Rates. With the help 01' infor
mation returned on the CLIS questionnaires and 
other resources, estimates will be made on frequency 
and rate of information transmission required for 
each application. 

Necessary Response Times. When the user asks 
the system a question, when does he have to have his 
answer? This can vary from immediately on a com
puter terminal tll long enough to send the answer by 
mail. 

Required User illlel'Clctioll. Some information 
systcms are implemented in eonversational mode. 
That is, once the operator has the system's attention, 
he and the computer takc turns asking and answering 
questions until they have zeroed in on the information 
he wants. The New York State Division of Criminal 
J LIstice Services decided that such an approach was 
necessary for their computerized infrared data file. 
However, conversational systems are more difficult 
and expensive to implement since they require more 
complex software, frequently eause longer connect 
times for data tranmissions, and necessitate that a 
live terminal be present at the user's site. 

Simpler from the implementation point of view 
is the "remote batch terminal" approach in which 
the user formulatcs more com plete questions, trans
mits them to the computer via his terminal, and waits 
for the computer to return the requested information. 
The whole cycle must be repeated if 1110re informa
tion is needed. The least expensive approach, but not 
necessarily the most effective, would be tu conduct 
the interaction by mail. 

Anticipated Volllme of Transmitted Data. For 
each application an estimate will be mude tln the 
length and frequency of typical messages. 



lVlaintainability und Cuneney 01' Data. The 
amollnt of data containeo in the oata bases will not 
he static, but will continue to ~row as new informa
tion hecomes availahle. A means must be provided 
to allow this to take place in an orderly fashion. Con
versely, a means lllust be provided for the removal 
of incorrect or ohsolete data. Mistakes may get 
into the system, or it may be desirable to replace an 
existing entry with better information. Should it he
come neccssary to limit the size of any file, the 
replacement of little-used entries with more needed 
ones might be required. Most laboratories have de
vdoped their own in-house files of spectral data. 
Some laboratories might be willing to share thcse 
files with other interested laboratOl • ..!s. Tools for 
maintaining accuracy and currency of all data must 
be part of the system design. 

SOUJ'Ce's of Update'S for MailltC'/wl1cl!. Insofar as 
possible at this point, these sources will be identified 
ror each application. 

SUJ1lllw/,y of Maintenance' [1J'(}cedllJ'C.I'. For each 
application a list of procedures will be developed to 
ensure currency of data within the files. 
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Initial Implementation. This identifies _some of 
the primary tasks that need to be accomplished in 
making: the system a reality. In some Cases implemen
tation may by stepwise, with experience gained by 
both users and designers in one step being intcgrated 
into thc following stcp. 

Design alld Developmellt of Procl!.I'sillg FllIlC
tiolls. General prognlllllning tasks will be idcntifkd. 
I mplementation priorities will be a!>signctl for com
plex applications. 

Idelltificatioll of Potential SOllrces of nalll. In 
most cases a considerable volumc or data already 
exists in each application area. It is in fact this volu
minous data which providcs a major justification 
for CLlS. The sourccs that are known at present 
will be enul1lcrated. 

[::ncoding ami Entr,\' of Data. The development 
of any information systcm rcquires II step known 
as "putting up the data basc." This requires the man
ual encoding or the computerized conversion (or 
existing machine-readable filcs) to the format se
lected for the eLls Iiles. This process will be de
tailed where known. 

CHAPTER 2. LABORATORY POPULATION 

List of Respondents. A list of all laboratories 
which had returned questionnaires (CLIS Informa
tion Forms) is appended to this Volume. 

The sources of two questionnaires could not bc 
determined. These questionnaircs, logged ill as num
bers 20 lind 67, are not included. 

The following respondents, for the reasons given, 
did not deem it appropriate to flll out CLlS Informa
tion Forms: 

• National Bureau of Standards Law Enforce
ment Studies Laboratory, Washington, D.C., 
and the University of lllinois Depart. ,lent of 
Criminal Justi(.-., Chicago, Illinois. These two 
arc not working criminalistic laboratories. 

• City of Niagra Falls (New York) Department 
of Police. They do not havc their own labora
tory; instead, aU of their work is sent to the 
FBI Laboratory. 

• Puerto Rico Police Crime Laboratory, Ponce, 
Puerto Rico. They arc a braneh of the Gen
eral Crime Laboratory in Hato Rey, Puerto 
Rico, and felt it would be morc helpful for 
the information to come from the General 
Laboratory. That laboratory has responded 
and is logged in as number 161. 

Duplicate returns were received from six labo
ratories. 

r--. 

Respondents by Geographic Area. The map in 
Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of insti
tutions to which information forms were maiied and 
indicates those which have responded. Table 1 is a 
tabulation of the samc information by geographic 
divisions; the divisions are the salllC as those used 
in the FBI Uniform Crime Reports. ("Question
naires mailed" is not a strictly accurate t(;rl11. Some 
questionnaires arc known to have ,been mailed to 
nonexisten t laboratories or addresses; these are not 
included. Some responses arc from sites other than 
those to which the questionnaires weJ'~ originally 
mailed; these have been 1l1duded.) 

Respondents by Size of Laboratory. Table 2 
categorizes the laburatorics according to their re
sponse to question 1-h: "Number of full-time em
ployees." Where question l-h was not answered, the 
number used was the sum of the responses to the 
four subcategories under question l-i: "Num!~er of 
technically trained employees who perform analyses 
:.ll1d give testimony." If this number was not avail
able, no size data was used for that laboratory. 

Thesf' data deserve special attention, since the 
size of the laboratories will be an important deter
mination of the tyP!! and amount of services appro
priate to each user in terms of that which is desirahle 
versus that which is feasible. 

Table 1 

Respondents To ells QUestionnaires By Geographic Area 

(Asof3 June 1974) 

NEW ENGLAND 

Connecticut 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
New Hampshi re 
Rhode Island 
Vermont 

Total New England 

MIDDLE ATLANTIC 

New Jersey 
New York 

5 

Questionnait"es Responses 
_~~_l1a_O'td __ . __ ~efeiv.ed 

2 
1 
3 
J 
12 

5 
12 

2 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
3 

3 
10 ICOl/lil/llL'd 01/ IInt/W!ie) 



('{.Ib/I' I. ('oll/jlllleel) 

Pennsyl vania 

Total Hiddle Atlantic 

EAST NORTH CENTRAL 

illinois 
Indiana 
Michigan 
Ohio 
Wiscons in 
Total East North Central 
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Table 2 

Size of Responding Laboratories 

Employees 

4 
9 

14 
19 

24 
29 

o - 9 

10 - 19, 

20 - 29 
30 - 39 
40 - 49 
50 - 59 
60 - 69 
70 - 79 
80 - 84 
85 or more 

1 - 100 
101 - 200 
201 300 
301 - 400 
401 - 500 
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CHAPTER 3. GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

GENERAL DESIGN FOR ANALYTICALI 
IDENTIFICATION SUPPORT 
Background 

This application involves processing the outputs 
of laboratory analytical instruments. Responses to 
Chart 5 of the CLlS survey forms are analyzed in 
Table 3. It is shown that the most common types 
of instruments in criminalistics laboratories arc: 

• Infrared spectrophotometers 
• Ultraviolet spectrophotometers 
• Visible Spectrophotometer 
• Gas chromatographs 
• Emission spectrographs 
• U-V fluorescence devices 
• Atomic absorption spectrometers 
• Electrophoresis equipment 
Moreover, there is widespread prediction that 

the combined gas chromatograph/mass .I'[Jectrogl'Clph 

instrument will become increasingly important in 
criminalistics analysis in the near future. 

Computerization can support ar: analytical in
strument in two ways: (1) by assisting with the data 
reduction required to obtain a usable result from 
a complex analytical technique and, once the result 
is obtained, (2) by assisting with the search required 
for identification. 

]n general, these instruments produce an output 
that represents intensity versus either extraction time 
or wavelength. In many cases the instrument itself 
produces;t strip chart with intensity as the ordinat: 
and \vavclength or time as the abcissa. Some tech
niques, such ~a~' electrophoresis, may yield a blob of 
color whose intensity an~1 position on· a substrate 
is determined visually. Electrophoresis outputs can, 
however, be converted to strip charts, using a scan
ning densi tometer. 

Analytic;al instruments vary in the degree to 
which they carry' out the d~ta reduction function. 
Some produce an output to which considerable man
ual manipulation must be applied before the results 
are meaningful. Others, often with the help of built
in minicomputers, do the whole job on their own. 
Any device that produces an x-y plot has available 
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internally an electronic signal which could be con
nected directly to a computer for automatic analysis 
or even identification by search of a reference file. 
This typc of onlinc hookup represents a possible 
ellS function. In view of the multiplicity of instru
ment types and manufacturers, and the fact that 
special software would have to bc tailored for each 
case, the implementation time and expcnse might be 
prohibitive. However, it is possible that certain in
strulllents may be sumciently common to make their 
interfacing worthwhile. 

Whatever the instrument output, in order to de
termine the sample's identity, the analyst usually 
must compare it with outputs frol11 previous analy
ses. The automation of these searches is another 
potential ellS function. 

In some cases, referenc!.! flies are available (such 
as Sad tier'" for I-R and U-V spectra) which may be 
used for thes!.! comparisons. The analyst, ho\vever, 
typically has to deal with samples less pure than the 
compounds used for the commercial reference files, 
and tends to lean more heavily on expericnce and 
the use of rel'erenc!.! files compiled in his own labora
tory. Unfortunately, the creation of such files for 
each individual laboratory represents a considerable 
duplication of efrort which may not be entirely 
necessary. The sharing of in-house files among labo
ratories is seen as an important potential b!.!nefit of 
eLlS. 

.GENERAL OPERATION FUNCTIONS -
INPUT IOUTPUT 

The general operating fLtl1ctions, then, for the 
analytical/identification support application might 

. be as follows: the acquisitioil of online signals from 
an analytical instrument and their reduction. to a 
form useful to the criminalist, and the acceptance 
of an analytical result and comparison with a file 
of previous results in an attempt to effect its 
i den tifica ti on. 

Related functions might be the following: up
dating of a private library of analytical results [or 
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known substances; the contribution of such a pri
vatc library to a larger library shared among labo
ratories; and hence, tbe availability of the library 
for each individual laboratory's identification pur
poses, 

Figure 2 shows how the processing functions 
interrelate for this application, 

Inputs and Outputs. Since the hardware approach 
and configuration has not been specified at this point, 
it is inappropriate to do more than provide examples 
of how CLlS might support the analyst. The follow
ing descriptions are in order of decreasing degree 
of automation: 

Onlille, Electrophoresis slides are scanned with 
a Beckman Micro-zone Densitometer. The densi
tometer is connected either to a centrally located 
host computer or to a minicomputer at the user's 
site. The electrophoresis scan is reproduced as a 
waveform on a cathode-ray tube, By manipulating 
cursors, the analyst delineates the peaks on the wave
form, The computer finds the areas under the peaks 
so defined and types a report giving a digital value 
for each of the eleetrophoretically separated com
ponents. The computer then searches a file of pre
vious electrophoresis determinations and reports the 

names of those compounds whose patterns are most 
similar to the result currently being analyzed, 

The inputs in this case would be analog signals 
from the densitometer and the analyst's cursor man
ipUlation, Outputs would be the displayed waveform 
and the typed report of peak values and possible 
identifications, 

Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT) Term ill ai, A labora
tory has obtained a mass spectrum which it wishes 
to identify, Thc three most prominent peaks have 
masses of 181, 221, and 323, with intensities of 40 
percent, 65 percent and 100 percent, respectively, 
An operator si ts down at the terminal and from a 
list of options displayed on the CRT chooses "PEAK 
SEARCH," The terminal then asks for mass and 
intensity limits; so the operator ty'pes "323," "75 
percent," and "100 percent" (the maximum), The 
display informs him there are 307 spectra in the file 
which meet this criteria, At this point he has a 
choice of having the names, formulae, and weights 
of all 307 compounds displayed for him or of further 
narrowing his speciftcations, I-Ie chooses the latter 
amI describes another peak as "181," "20 percent," 
"60 percent." The CRT now tells him he has re
duced the list to 15 spectra, He enters "221," "50 

Figure 2 Information Flow - Analytical and Identification Support 
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percent," and "iSO percent" and discovers that there 
are now 12 possibiJ:ties. He elects to see the list and 
an identification number. name, molecular rormula~ 
and molecular weight are displayed for each. He then 
may choose to display any or all (individually) of 
the actual spectra for visual comparison with his 
unknown. I n this manner he decides his unknown is 
lyscrgic acid diethylam:de. 

In this example, all inputs are keystrokes on the 
terminal keyboard and all outputs arc CRT displays. 

Teletype TeI'lIlillal. A laboratory worker has ob
tained an unknown infrared spectrum and wishes to 
attempt identification. He enters a code meaning 
"search Jile" on his Teletype and begins an iterative 
interactive procedure similar to that described above 
for a mass spectra search using a CRT terminal. 
However, in this case the information provided by 
the terminal is more succinct, since it takes much 
longer to produce on a Teletype. Information tends 
to ·be encoded rather than written out in full. Also 
it is impossible to produce an <letual picture of the 
spectrum on the Teletype. 

All the inputs are entered on the Teletype key
board and all the outputs arc typed. 

Remote Batch Terminal. A laboratory wishes 
to add its in-house file of U-V spectra to the central 
eLlS me. For this purpose CLlS has provided it 
with a FORTRAN program on punched cards. The 
laboratory has had its spectra keypunchcd after en
coding them in the agreed-upon file format. The 
program and data cards arc input through the term
inal card reader, and a verification listing is pro
duced on the terminal printer showing what data 
have becn entered in the flle. Other programs can be 
used to update the file or to do file searches for the 
identification of unknowns. Note, however. that in 
batch processing mode it is not practical to zero in 
upon identification iteratively as was described 
above, or interactive terminal searches. Rather, the 
analyst must be as specitic as possible with his initial 
search criteria, and he Illay still rcceive a long list of 
possibilities to wade through. Hcre, input is via 
punched card and output via printed listing. 

No Terminal. It might be impractical to provide 
a direct hookup to some or all laboratories. Un
knowns to be searched against the main file would 
have to be encoded on forms and sent by messenger 
or mailed to the central facility. Results would be 
returned in the same way. Although this method 
would be clumsy [or thc identification of unknowns, 
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it might be the method o[ choice for the addition of 
large quantities of data to thc central flle. Thus it: 
might be used to add a laboratory's in-house file to 
the main file even though the laboratory had an on
site terminal. The input is data forms, and the out
put is computer printouts. 

DATA BASE REQUIREMENTS 

The CLlS analytical and ID application area will 
support the information handling requirements of 
many analytical methods. Thc following is a list of 
those methods 1110st commonly used in current labo
ratory procedures. The CLlS approach to the data 
base requirements of thesc methods and il!strumenta
tion is decribed in the following paragraphs: 

• IR Spectroscopy 
• Mass Spectroscopy 
• UV Spectroscopy 
• X-Ray DifTraction 
• Emission and Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 
• Gas Chromatography 

Gas chromatography may be used to identify 
unique chemical mixtures or it may be used to 5ep
arate the constituents of such mixtures prior to ana
lyzing them individually. All other items in the above 
list are usually uscd to identify morc or less pure 
chemical compounds~ however, they arc somctimes 
used in the identification of mixtures. The GCjMS 
provides separation followed by identification. In 
each technique a process is applied resulting in a 
data pattern which is unique for each unique com
pound or mixture. The files described bclow will 
contain patterns for known compounds, against 
which patterns resulting from the analysis of un
knowns can be compared. When a match occurs, 
the unknown has been identified. 

fn these specifications, probable data elements, 
a provisiollal record laYOllt, and estimates of file size 
and growth rate are given for each instrument sup
port file. In the record layouts variable-length datn 
element flelds have been proposed wherever applic
able. This will result in less wastage of file space 
than with fixcd-Iength {kIds and overflow areas. Rec
ord layouts and file estimates are given in charac
ters. One character is taken to equal one cight-bit 
byte. Thc following codes are used in the record 
speci fications. 

A =c. Alphabetic 

rl 

AN 
B 
N --
V -

Alphtl'tlumeric 
Binary (non-charactcr) bytes 
Numcric 
Data element length or number of data 
elcments is variable; the value given is 
considered rcpresentative for file estima
tion purposes. 

Division of the record into computer words is 
not speciried, since word length is machine-specific 
and unknown prior to hardware selection. Storagc of 
one character per byte in eight-bit bytes is assumed. 

Infrared Spectroscopy. In the IR spectroscope 
an unknown sample is subjected to infrarcd radi
ation. The wavelengths of the rcflected rays are sep
arated, and the amount of radiation reflected or ab
sorbed at cach of a series of wavelengths is measured. 
The resulting pattern may be related to the molecu
lar structurc of the unknown compound. The com
pound can be identified by comparing its pattern 
with ones made from known samples. 

Most of the data bases for computerized spectral 
search systcms do. not contain actual spcctra. A di
gitized rcpresentation of an actual spectrum requires 
that a y-displacement be storcd for each increment 
along the graph of the spectral waveform - a hun
dred or more numbers for each spectrum. Instead, 
for UV and TR spectra a "hit-pattern" is uscd, with 
binary 1 's representing important peaks and O's 
representing "no-band" areas or portions of the 
curve without peaks. This effects a six-to-eight-fold 
reduction in the computer storage space required. 
In addition, visual cxaminations of this spectrum 
will give the experienced spectroscopist clues to the 
structure of the unknown, such as presencc of struc
tural components or substituents such as C = C, 
chlorine, OH, N02, etc. These and other character
istics (e.g., liquid, polymer, inorganic, etc.) are 
stored for the standards and increase the efficiency 
of thc search by allowing the searching program to 
use information other than the bit patterns alone. 

All search systems investigated use the Ameri
can Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) spec
tral file. To this, most have added spectra from other 
sources converted to thc same format. When an in
vestigator receives a list of "hits" from a computer
ized search, he may use the serial number identifica
tion to find, in an ASTM or other reference, a cita
tion of where the spectrum was originally published. 
He may then visually compare his spectnlIl1 with the 
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original, if that source is available to him. 

File COllfelll (Dala Elell1ents). For a Jile of infra-
rcd spectra: 

• Compound name 
• Compound molecular formula 
• Most important peaks in the compound's 

spectrum 
• Intensities of the most important peaks 
.. Most important "no-band" regions in the 

compound's spectrum 
• Normal physical S"lte of thc compound 
• Generalizations about the compound's 

structure (such as polymer aromatic, etc. ) 
• Important substitucnts and structur:al elements 

in the compound's molecule (e;g., methyl. 
hydroxyl, nitor, triple bond, etc.). 

Examples of other data elements in support of 
various instruments might be relative retention in
dices (for gas chromatography), molecular weight. 
instrument characteristics (such as temperatures and 
voltages for a mass spcctrometer). Wiswesser Line 
Notation (WLN, from which the structural formula 
can be determined), etc. 

File Structure. If the entire file were to be 
searched for each iteration of a spectral search, a 
sequential file structure would be adequate. In some 
cases, however, it might be better to search only a 
portion of the file (such as pharmaceuticals only 
out of a larger file). To accomplish this, a mechan
ism to directly access subfiles via a directory would 
be most efficient and would require a random
access file. (If the file were stored online, it would 
automatically be random-access.) 

Record Layout and Element Coding S{mclures. 
Data clements (iields) which might be found in a 
record for an I-R spectrum nre as follows. Such a 
record would have a length of 246 characters. For 
purposes of estimating file size, a fixed-length record 
is assumed which allows chemical compound names 
of up to 48 characters. Continuation records would 
need to be provided for those names longer than 48 
characters. (In actual practice it might be more 
efficient to provide variable-length records which 
hold the entire compound name contiguously what
ever its length, thus regaining the waste space created 
when compound names arC' less than 48 characters 
ane! doing away with the necessity for a continua
tion mechanism. Space might be gained by making 
the molecular formula field variable-length also.) 



Dahl Element Name 
Class of evidence 
Serial number 

N limber of Characters 
2 

Type of Characters 
A 

Update and access status 
Compound name 
Molecular formula 
WLN 
Molecular weight 
Instrumental information 
Physical state and sllbstiluents 
Spectrum 

The total length of typical record, 246 charac
ters, contains a considerable portion for the storage 
01' pcak intensities and not just their presence or 
absence. 

A c('(',)'s Criteria alld illdexing Methodology. The 
"industry standard." the ASTM IR file, is divided 
into subflles Oil the basis of soul~ce (Sadtler. Infrared 
Data Committee of Japan, etc.). and of these. the 
Satltler slIbfiles arc divided into sub-subfiles by type 
of CC'll1pollnd (fibers, ph"rm<lceLlticals, etc.). In the 
building of a CLlS data base, division of the file by 
type of compound and secondarily by source (each 
in-house file from a member laboratory would be a 
separate source) might be considered. If it were a 
random-access file, it could be searched via direc
tories. either by type of compound or by source. 

Additions to the Jile could be added to the end 
or they could be inserted in a more proper place by a 
periodic sort/merge operation; this is true for either 
random or sequential files. Corrections to a random 
Jile can he made ill situ if the eurected record is not 
longer than the preexisting one. 

Estill/ated File Size alld Growth Rate. The 
ASTM Jile is expected to reach 140,000 spectra this 
year (1974). To contain this in 246-bytc records 
would require 34.4 million bytes of storage. One 
might assume a growth rate of 25,000 spectra from 
all sources per year. or more than 6.1 million addi
tional bytes per year. 

To contain the Sadtl,~,. '·harmaceutical file (1200 
spectra) plus the Home Oflice Central Research Es
tablishment (HOeRR) forensic and alkoloid files 
(2,300 spectra), by analogous calculation, would 
require about 0.8 megabytes and assuming 500 
new spectra per year. would grow at a rate of 123 
kilobytes pel' year. 

6 AN 
2 

48(V) 
16(V) 
24(V) 

B 
AN 
AN 
AN 

8 
16 
4 

120 

N 
AN 

B 
B 
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:Mass Spectroscopy. The Mass Spectral Search 
System, whose data base stores essentially complete 
spectra, has an input format containing up to 16,159 
characters per spectrum. At one byte per character 
and 37,000 spectra (predicted for 1974), the file in 
this form would require 598 megabytes storage. A 
growth rate of 5,000 spectra per year would require 
another 80.8 megabytes each year. However, the in
put format allows a great deal of opportunity for 
data eCJIIlpression: Peaks with zero intensity, meta
stable peaks, etc .• need not be stored; the 210 char
acters allowed for each compound name could be 
reduced by making the field variable length, etc. 
Assuming arbitrarily a reduction by 40 percent, the 
numbers become 354 megabytes with 48.5 mega
bytes per year growth. 

Ultraviolet Spectroscopy. The UV spectroscope 
is completely analgous to the IR spectroscope in 
that a sample's reflection and absorption of radiation 
is measured at various wavelengths. The ultraviolet 
region of the electromagnetic spectrum, however, ex
tends in the opposite direction from the visible wave
lengths than does the infrared region. The same jn
strument is sometimes also llsed to make measure
ments jn the visible region. 

Record Layout. The same as for the IR spectro
scopy data base. 

Estill1ated File Size and Growth Rate. Using the 
246-character record size, it would require about 
9.10 million characters of storage for 37,000 UV 
spectra. A 15 percent growth rate, or 5,550 addi
tional spectra per year, would require an annual 
storage increment of 1.366 million characters. 

X-Ray Diffraction. X-ray diffractometl'Y js a 
technique wherein an unknown substance, usually 
crystalline (or at least structured, such as some large 
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polymeric organic molecules); is subjected to X
irradiation. Each substance produces its own charac
teristic X-ray clifl'raction pattern and can be identi
fied thereby. 

Data Elr!mr!lIts, Records, allcl Files. Detailed 
specification and estimation must await further study. 

Emission and Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy. 
The emission spectrometer is an instrument in which 
a sample of an unknown is burned and in which the 
resulting light intensily at certain spectral deflections 
is proportional to the amounts of particular chemi
cal elements present. The readout may be the light 
intensities corresponding to these clements or their 
actual concentrations calculated automatically. The 
atomic absorption spectrophotometer performs mea
surements complementary to those done by the emis
sion spectrophotometer. Jnstead of measuring the 
amount of radiation emitted at various wavelengths, 

RECORD LAYOUT 

the'instrument measures the amount absorbed. SOJlle 
instruments are capable of performing both tech
niques and will sometimes also include atomic 
florescence. 

Data Elements. 
• Compound name 
• Compound molecular formula 
• Instrument information (e.g .. prellush. preburn 

time. exposure time, excitation source param
eters. dark current. amplifIer drift. optical 
background. dynode voltages. etc.) 

• Analysis information (e.g .. standardization and 
background specifications, statistical proced
ures used. format information. etc.) 

• Identity of clements measured ' 
• Concentrations of intensities for these 

clements 

Data Element Name 
Class of evidence 
Serial number 

Number of Characters 
2 

Type of Characters 
A 

Update and access status 
Compound name 
Molccular formula 
WLN 
Molecular weight 
Instrument parameter I 
Instrument parameter 2 
Instrument parameter 3 
Instrument parameter 4 
Number of analyses averaged 
Format of results (concentration. 

intensity ratio. or absolute 
intensity) 

Element used for internal standard 
Internal standard 1.D. 
Internal standard result 
Background 1.D. 
Background result 
Element 1.D. 
Element result 

A typical emission speetrum record would thus 
total 344 characters. 

6 
2 

48(V) 
l6(V) 
24(V) 

15 

8 
6 
6 
6 
6 
1 

1 
2 
2 
6 
2 
6 
2 
6 X 32(V) 

AN 
B 

AN 
AN 
AN 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

A 
A 
A 
N 
A 
N 
A 
N 



Estill/ateel File Size alld (iJ'Owth Rate. The single 
reference collection of emission spectra encountered 
contains onlv 500 entries. If one assumes a criminal
istic data ha~e of 2,OllO ell1is~ion and atomk absorp
tion spectra growing at a rate of 15 percent per year, 
a Jile requirement of 700,000 characters and an 
annual increase oj' 100,000 characters would result. 

Gas Chromatography. Baskally, this is a tech
nique werdn a gas is passed through the sample to 
be analvzed. Different components of the sample 
will be ;'IIII£'d at diiTerent rates. and this character
istil: can be lIsed to separate a pure substance from a 
mixture. Under a given set of chromatographic con
ditions. a specific compound will resist elution for 
a dwracteristk period of time. This fact makes it 
possibk' to caleulate such statistil:s as retention times. 
retention indkL's, and capacity ratios which can be 
llsed for the ilkntilkation of unknowns. Information 
of this latter type would he contained in a CLlS GC 
data base. 

/)ata !~'I('lI/l'llls. 

• ('ol1lpound name 

RECORD LAYOUT 

• CompouI1llmolecular formula 
• Instrument information (e.g .. make and modcl. 

temperatures, rates. etc. ) 
• Analysis information (e.g.. active/support! 

phase information flows. etc. ) 
• Retention data (times. indices. capacities, 

areas. etc.) 
Hstilllated File Size ((/ld Grow/h R(({(!. The 

ASTM Gas Chromatographic Data Compilation and 
supplements contained 43.000 items as of J 971. Use 
of this in a beginning data base of 300-eharacter 
records would require 12.9 million characters or 
storage. A 15 percent per year growth rate would 
require 1.94 million additional characters annually. 

Total Estimated File Size and Gl'Owth Rate. As
suming 10,000, lOO-byte entries in other instruI~1ent
support Jiles and a growth rate of 1,500 entnes a 
year, and including full UV and ~R fi.les bu~ no~ a 
mass spectrn ilIe. CLlS would require a total hie size 
of 58.9 million bytes growing at 10 million bytes a 
vear. Including the compressed mass spectra Iile. the 
~'eqllirement would be 412 megabytes and 60 mega
bytes per year. 

Data Element Name 
Class of evidenee 
Serial 11llm!wr 

Number of Characters 
2 

Type of Characters 
A 

llpdate ami aCCL'SS status 
Compound name 
l'vloleclIlar formula 
Wl.N 
l'violeclllar weIght 
r nstrlllIlent manufacturer code 
lVTode! designator 
Instrument parameter 
Analysis parameter codc 
Analysis parameter 
Type of retcntion data 
Retention datu 

The typical GC rccord length would be 294 
characters. 

6 
2 

48(V) 
] 6(V) 
24 ('V) 

8 
2 

10 

16 

6 X i6(V) 
2 X 3(V) 
6 X R(V) 
2 
6 X 4(V) 

AN 
B 

AN 
AN 
AN 

N 
A 

AN 
N 
A 
N 
A 
N 

-

PROCESSSING FUNCTIONS 
Datn Encoding and Allocation Schemes 

Data Base f~'s/ahlislllll(!nt allel Updating. It is 
probable that at least some of the spectra from var
iOlls sources would have to be rendered into a stan
dard format in either a manual or a computerized 
svstem. In a computer system there would be a 
f~lrther translation from an input format to a Jile 
forlllut, done by program. 

Elltry of fllllil'icill(// Spectra iI/to thl' System. The 
same sort of encoding would be required either be
fore mailing a spectrum to be identified or before 
entering it into a com puler terminal. Again. on the 
computer there would be an additional translation 
from input to Jile format. 

Encoding operations required of the spectro
scopist: 

.. Conversion of physical state. known structural 
components and substituents, etc., into nu
meric codes 

.. Listing of the wavelengths of the most import
ant peaks 

.. Expression of the "no-band" areas as ranges 
of wavelengths 

.. Conversion of the structural formula to WLN 
(for a known compound). 

Translation done by the computer: 
• Conversion of numeric codes, wavelengths. 

and wavelength ranges into bit patterns 
• Establishment of status masks 
• Establishment of continuation codes pointing 

overflow records for overlength information. 
or other proces~ing of variable length data. 

Some data, such as compound names and mo
lecular formulas. would be entered directly without 
translation. 

As indicated above and especially in the case 
of mass spectroscopy data, file compaction through 
the use of variable-length records would be very 
helpful in reducing required storage space. 

File Search and Match Techniques. As mentioned 
under the file structure. it would be desirable to 
search the Jile either by source of spectra or by type 
of compound. To do this would require having a 
randol11-acce1>;; file entered via directories. 

Once a spectrum is fou;:d in the me, it is com
pared against the spectrum being identili.ed to deter
mine whether they match within certain tolerances. 
Types of tolerances employed by existing search al-
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gorithms include the follO\ving: 
• The bit pattern of the input spectrum is 

matched against one in the Jile ami a eertain 
number of the bits must be in agreement. 

• A "wiggle" is applied: i.e .. the input spectrum 
is shifted slightly up or down the wavelength 
scale before comparison to compensate for 
possible instrument or sample difTerences. 

• A percentage variation is allowed in matching 
mass spec peak intensitie<; 

The development of any eLIS-designed search 
scheme would have to be preceded by a careful 
evaluation of existinl!: methods and user opinions 
of each. 

Applicability of a Functional Language. Imple
mentation on a computer terminal ct1uld be accom
plished by having the user learn a functional language 
related to spectroscopy and other laboratory tech
niqucs, or it could he done by cueing and instructing 
him interactively on the terminal itself. Most users 
prefer the latter approaeh once they "know their way 
around the application," if the instructions do not be
come tedkms. This is less of a problem on a CRT 
terminal than it is on a Teletype. where the user 
Illust wait for the texts to be produced at 10 charac
ters per second. 

Either the fUllctional language or the sclf
instructing approach would work for this applica
tion: the decision should be related to the type of 
terminal hardware selected. 

Concurrency of Operation. In a manual system. 
simultaneity of inputs is not a real problem. If the 
backlog gets too large, you can hire more people. 

On the other hand, depending on their design, 
computerized systems Illay or lllay not be able to do 
more than one thing at a time. 

If CLlS develops into a computerized system that 
actually has laboratory instruments online, the prob
ability is certainly great that t\\ill or more instru
ments will be running at once. In the more likely 
event that CLIS supports only a network of online 
terminals, the probability is still high that mOl'e than 
one will be interacting with the central host computer 
at a time. The New York State Criminalistic Rl'
search Bureau infrared search system encounters 
this problem with only three terminals. They have 
not attempted to f'rovide for concurrent usage, but 
rather the second user gets a "busy" mess!!!!e until 
the first is done. It is. l;owcver. not too dinicult h' 
build in a "queueing," "stacking." and/or "polling" 



mechanism to ob"iate this problem. This concerns 
the concurrency of processing at thc computcr end 
of the hookup: concurrency must also be considercd 
at thc data communications Icvel. This will not 11l! 

a concern or the CLIS designcrs if existing network 
services are used. 

rr a larger laboratory needs to have more than 
one worker accessing the system simultaneollsly. then 
obviously they will need more than one terminal. The 
central system need not know whether the terminals 
are located in the same or different laboratories. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Estimated Usage Rates. It st!ems likely that the 

average laboratory would produce several outputs a 
day from two or three instruments. A certain per
<.:cntage of these would be so routine as not to re
qllire CLIS support. Probably several outputs for 
which identification assistance was desired would 
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be collected and mailed in a batch or the laboratory 
analyst would sit down at his terminal and do a 
number of searches in a row. 

Necessary Response Times and Requircd USCI' 
Intel'Hctioll. TI1l're is at least one cOllllllercial ~earch 
system that operates by mail (Eastman Kodak). 
Others (e.g .. ASTM. DNA Systems Inc.) will pro
vide a batch processing search system. However. the 
most satisfact(lry systems are of the interactive type. 
llcratiw s~'archcs require interactivc access lo the 
data bas~' o\' spectra. I nteractive access does not 
nece~sarily mean that the initial response must be 
immediate. It might be permissible to delay the be
ginning of the search for a few minutes or even hours 
as long as the r~'sponse was interactive once the 
search had started. 

Allticipated Volullle of Tl'ansmifted Data (iVJes
sagc Volullles). A u~er at a remote site may approach 
his terminal either to submit an unknown spectrum 
I'llI' identilication or to contribute a known spectrum 
to the data hasL'. In either case, the amount of en
coded inrormation tll be transmitted might range be
t\VL'ell 20() to 300 characters for an I R or UV spec
trulll and I.O()O characters for a mass spectrul1l. The 
information returned by the computer for a search 
intc'l'action would be on the order of several thousand 
characters. A SO to 100 percent overhead should 
be added ('or comlllunicntions and header information 
required for interactivily. (Examples of stich COl1l-
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l11unications would bc operator messages and cues, 
sclcction of options by the operator, and formatting 
information. More formatting would be rcquired for 
a CRT terminal thall for a terminal printer sincc 
CRT displays tend to be longer, more complete, less 
abbreviated than printed ones.) 

Assuming the following: 
• son characters to specify a spectrum 
• 5.000 characters to inform thc user of possible 

"hits" 
to 75 percent overhead for interactivity 
• Three iterations in an averagc search 
• One search per day using the automated scarch 

facility in an averagc laboratory 
• 100 laboratories using the system, 

one arrives at an estimated average daily message 
volume of about 2.7 million characters. 

MAINTAINABILITY 
CUl'l'enc), of Data and SOll1'CCS of 
Updates fo,' Maintenance 

Additions to the File. Subllles (such as Sadtler or 
Coblentz) that arc included in the ASTM IR file arc 
updated periodically. CLIS could obtain the periodic 
update~ ,0 any commercial or institutional data bases 
used. However. the standard ASTM me as supplied 
may lag by perhaps two years the inclusion of these 
and other changes. 

A major source for CLIS data should be the 
private. in-house collections from the various mem
ber laboratorics. To these the individual laboratories 
could contribute additional standard compounds as 
their spectra became known. 

Correctiolls to tile File. As part of their normal 
updates. the compilers of standard data bases cor
rect erroneous information, remove poorly dcfined 
entries, and sometimes delete duplicates. The same 
processes should be applied to user-supplied entries. 
The changes could be user-initiated, but should be 
monitorell by the central CLlS facility. 
Summary of IVlaintcnancc Procedures 

• Inclusion of updates provided by purveyors 
of standard data files 

• Addition of user-supplied in-house files. 
• Addition of individual user-generated entries 
• Uscr-gcnerated corrections, replacements, or 

deletivns 
• Nlonitoring by CLlS of user-generated alter

ations 

INITIAL IMPL.EMENTATION 

In Volume I under "Priorities," it was suggested 
that due to its size ancl complexity, this application 
be implemented stepwise; with the first phase being 
the provision of infrared spectrometry support for 
drug analyses only. Later phases .• It a lower priority 
than most other eLls applications, would include 
UV support for drugs, GC-MS support, X-ray dif
fraction support, and finally IR and UV support for 
other types of compounds. 

After reviewing the cntries in Chart 5 (instru
mentation) in the greater number of survey forms 
reccived. it is recommended that X-ray din'raction 
be dropped from the list and that other items bc 
added so that the new list of priori tics would be the 
following: 

• IR for drugs 
• UV for drugs 
• Gas chromatography and mass spectroscopy 

(and GC/MS) 
• IR and UV fnr nondrugs 
• Emission spectroscopy, atomic absorption and 

electrophoresis 
Therc are numerous implementation alternatives 

in this application area, for example: 
• Manual versus computerized retrieval system 
• Use of all existing data base and its format 

versus cstablishment of. and conversion to, a 
special CLlS format 

• Usc of an existing spectral search system ver
sus developing a new one 

• If an existing system werc utilized, access to it 
could be gained through a commercial network 
or time-sharing scrvice, or a copy could be 
acquired for CLlS and put up on CLlS hard
ware (and thcn possibly provide access 
through a commercial or government net
work). 

Bccause there arc so many implementation paths, 
it is difficult at this point to precisely define the pro
gramming tasks that would be involved. However, 
the following general categories are offered: 

Design and DC'l'clopment of thc Analytical/Iden
tification Support Function. lR spectrophotometric 
support for drug identification is used as an example 
with some details applicable to other instruments 
noted. 

l)utting up the initial data base, (Sec discussion 
under "Encoding and Entry of Data" below). An 
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appropriate heginning in this area might be provided 
by combining the Sadtler IR spectra for pharma
ceuticals with Home OIHce Central Research Estab
lishment forensic and alkaloid IR spectra. Sublasks 
here would be the design of the encoding procedure 
and the encoding process itself which might he a 
major clerical elfo!'t (e.g .. filling out for;l1s. key
punching or kcy-to-disk, etc.). 

Development of a search mechanism and proto
col. This might involve designing or adapting a search 
algorithm and working out and documenting the 
users' interactive options. 

Dcsign of an update capability. A mechanism and 
protocol would be needed to adc.l both large and 
small amounts of data to the tile and to cor~'ect or 
refine existing data. This \VOldd be needed both for 
the original file and for user~suppliet! entries. 

Potential SOUl'ces of Dafa. The following sources 
of standard reference files have heen identilied. 

flltrared Spectroscopy. American Society for 
Testing and Materials. The ASTtvl l!laintail;s en
coded abstracts of all the published IR spectra they 
can find. I t is available by subscription in hard copy 
or machine-readable form. It includes the files of 
Sadtler. the European Documentation of Molecular 
Spectroscopy (DMS)' The Amcrican Petroleum In
stitute (API). Coblentz. Aldrich, etc. Actuallv, it 
docs not contain the original spectra. though it r~fer
ences them so that they may be looked up. A prob
lem is that the compilation process runs a couple of 
years behind, However, at 102.000 spectra (due to 
be increased to 140.000 in 1974), it is the largest 
data base available and is used in all computerized 
IR search systems. 

Eastman Kodak Company has a data base (avail
able only through their Infrared Spectral Retrieval 
Service) which contains 90,000 ASTM compounds 
plus 10,000 Eastman Organic Chenlicals. 

The New York Statc Division of Criminal Justice 
Services has a data base consisting of the ASTM me 
plus forensic Jiles contributed by thc New York State 
Police and the New York City Medical Examiner's 
Office. 

Sacltler Research Laboratories, Inc. sells a large 
IR data base and a number of specialized subtiles. 
The quality of the Sacltler spectra has been unfavor
ably compared with others, such as those in the 
Coblentz Jile. However, our questionnaire responses 
show that, next to in-hollse file~, Sad tier files enjoy 
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the widest usage among criminalistics laboratories, 
perhaps because they arc more actively marketed. 
The complete SadtJer IR 11Jc contains about 34,000 
entries. Sub/iles used by various crime laboratories 
include the following (with number of entries): 
Pharmaceuticals (J ,2(0), Commonly Abused Drugs 
(600), lv/onomers and Polymers (5,100), Fats, 
Waxes and Derivatives (500), Plasticizers (600), 
Pyrolyzates of Polymers (600), Lubricants (500), 
and Agricultural Chemicals (500). 

The United Kingdom I-lome Office Central Re
search EstabJi~hment has forensic sciences and alka
loids IR /lIcs totalling ltoout 2,300 spectra available 
on microfilm. These arc not included in the ASTM 
data base. 

Other standard sources of IR spectra in usc 
among the laboratories surveyed include Aldrich, 
Sunshine, E.C.G. Clarke, the Association of Official 
Analytical Chemists (AOAC), Hummel/Scholl, and 
the API. 

Ultrm'io/et Spectroscopy. S,;dtler Research Labo
ratories, Inc. markets a UV file of 36,000 entries. 
There are two subfiles in common usc among crime 
laboratories: Pharmaceuticals (2,000 spectra) and 
Commonly Abused Drugs (300 spectra). 

The United Kingdom Home Office Central Re
search Establishment provides a microfilm file of UV 
spectra for about 700 alkaloids. 

Other standard UV sources mentioned by labora
tories responding to our questionnaire include E.C.G. 
Clarke, Sunshine and the AOAC. 

Gas Chromatography. The ASTM produces a 
Gas Chromatographic Data Compilation with re
tention indices and other information for a large 
number of compounds. It is available as hard copy 
or on magnetic tape. 

Emissioll Spectroscopy. Sadtler is starting a col
lection of excitation and emission fluorescence refer
ence spectra of pure organic compounds. It contains 
500 entries to date. 

Mass Spel'lroscopy. The Mass Spectral Search 
System (MSSS) which is available through GE 
Timesharing, but which is a public domain system 
developed and operated by various US and UK agen
cies (i.e.; National Heart and Lung Institute; Na
tional Institutes of Health (NIH); Mass Spectro
scopy Data Centre (MSDC), I-IOeRE, England; 
and Environmental Protection Agency), has a data 
base contmnll1g the following (,ollections: ASTM 
E14 Uncertified Spectra, Dow Chemical Company 
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Spectra, Ameriran Petroleum Institute Standard 
Spectra, TRC Spectra, MSDC Spectra Collection, 
Cornell University Spectra, and NIH Spectra. When 
the John Wiley Registry Data Base is added in 1974, 
the total number of spectra in the file will he about 
37,000. 

Manufacturers of computerized MS and GC/MS 
systems may provide data bases to go with their ill
s tm m en ts. 

Other sources of MS files are the American So
ciety 01' Mass Spectroscopists, Finkle and Taylor, and 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Miscellalleous Files. X-Ray Fluorescence. ASTM 
publishes X-Ray Emissioll and Absorption Wave
lengths and T'rllo-Theta Tables and X-Ray Emission 
Wavelengths and KEV Tahles for Nondij!ractive 
Analysis. Raman spectra -- Sadtler's continuing col
lection of Raman Reference Spectra of pure com
pounds (2,000 entries). Nuclear Magnetic Reso
nance Spectra - Sad tier's collection of 20,000 NMR 
spectra and their collection of 2,000 Carbon - 13 
NMR spectra. 

In-Holtse Files. },IIost laboratories have built up 
their own files of reference standards for various in
struments. The collation and dissemination of these 
files is one of the most signilkant services CLlS can 
provide. 

Encoding and Entry of Data. Various approaches 
will be necessary to establish a computerized refer
ence file for the. differing analysis methods. Among 
the possibilities to be considered is participation in 
existing computerized data bases, such as the Mass 
Spectral S(!arch System which is accessible on Gen
eral Electric's Mark III time-sharing service. 

Some standard files are already available in ma
chine-readable form. The Sad tIer IR files can be ob
tained on magnetic tape. The ASTM infrared files 
are available as magnetic tape or disc pack. ASTM 
also has gas chromatography data on magnetic tape. 
If CLlS includes such files in its data base, either the 
existing format could be used, or software written to 
convert them to a preferred format. 

For files available as hard copy only, existing in
hOllse files from variolls laboratories, and files such 
as electrophoresis where no data base as yet exists, 
it would be a matter of encoding the information into 
a standard format, converting it to machine-readable 
form, and feeding it to the computer. 

For a manual data base a similar process of 
standardization and encoding would be required, but 
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machine-readable data and computerized conversion 
would not be involved. 

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ANAL YTICALI 
IDENTIFICATION SUPPORT 
Data Storage Requirements 

Manual. To store all the available standard spec
tra and data compilation to support criminalisties 
analytical techniljues would require perhaps a 150-
volume library (there are 45, l,OOO-spectrum vol
umes of Sadtlcr lR spectra alone. 

Computerized. Excluding any space to store a 
I-ile of mass spectra, the amount of computer storage 
space required for these analytical support files ap
pears to be on the order of 59 mega- (million) bytes. 
This requirement would grow at the rate of perhaps 
10.6 megabytes per year. 

Inclusion of the very large existing data base 
available from the Mass Spectral Search System 
would enormously inflate these estimates to 413 
megabytes required with a growth rate of 59 mega
bytes a year. 

Both thesestorage estimates assume the inclusion 
of complete files in all categories. A useful subset of 
the application requiring much more modest files 
could be implemented initially. 

Greatest user satisfaction seems to require that 
file searches be conducted iteratively, and this in turn 
requires that the files involved be online and ran
domly accessed. 

Necessar)1 Functions or Operations, 
• Original establishment of the data base 
• Data base updating procedure: new published 

spectra 

• Data base updating procedure: user's private 
files 

• Encoding of spectra to be identified 
• Spectral search mechanism 
• Establishment of users' private file 
• Procedure for updating user's private file 

Information Input and Output. Conceptually, in-
put information in an analytical/ID support system 
would be the standard data bases and user's private 
files. The output would be the identification informa
tion provided to the users. 

In a manual system both input ancl output would 
consist of data encoded on forms. 

In a computerized system inputs might be analog 
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signals for reduction, keystrokes at a terminal for 
spectra to be identified or input into the system, or 
key-to-machine-readable conversion of initial data 
bases or large updates. Outputs might he printouts 
or CRT displays at the terminals and transaction 
listings at the central information store. 

System Availability and Response Times. A man
ual analytical/identification support system would 
be useful only if there were vcry rapid turn-around 
and even then there is some doubt that this could 
occur. 

The most satisfactory solution \vould be an on
line system allowing iterative searches to be con
ducted interaetively through a computer terminal. 
Initial availability could be' Postp9ned for as much 
as a few hours, as long as response was immediate 
after that. 

Estimated Usage Ratcs. Analytical and idcn tifica
tion support would be responsible for by far the 
largest communication volume of any CLlS appli
cation. Assuming that each laboratorv would use 
the identification support for from on~-halr to two 
analytical results pCI' day (depending on the content 
of the data base and the number of analytical meth
ods supported), the communications traffic might 
amount to one to five million characters per day. 

Maintainability as it Affccts System Design. In 
an automateci system a key-to-machine-readable fa
cility should be provided for the addition of large 
increments to the data base. The capability for enter
ing small amounts of information from terminals 
should also exist. There should also be a protocol to 
enable the laboratories to send in-house'data bases to 
the central file. 

For either a manual or a computerized system, 
there should be an individual or individuals with 
overall responsibility for the application or data base. 
A computer could assist the responsible persons with 
update transactions listings. 

GENERAL DESIGN FOR RIFLING 
SPECIFICATIONS 

General Operating Functions. The function of 
the rifling specifications application area will be to 
provide the firearms examiner with the capability of 
identifying a fired specimen with a particular caliber 
designation and a list of firearms that could have 
fired the specimen. This wUl:lcl be done in a one or 
two-step procedure depending upon the amount of 
information available from the fired specimen. The 



two-step procedure would involve the usc of two 
separate lHes: an ammunition Ille and a rilling speci
fication file. Tbe function of the ammunition file will 
be to contain bullet characteristics in order to relate 
them to a caliber designation. The function of the 
riDing specification file will be to contain riDing speci
fications in order to relate them to makes and models 
of lirearms. 

In each of these two proce.dures, the examiner 
mLlst make several measurements. In order that the 
data in the file be accurate and in accordance with 
the examiner's measurements, measurements of the 
fired specimen must be made in the same manner as 
those in the data files. This will involve the definition 
of standard dimensioning criteria and provide the 
capability of entering estimated tolerance informa
tion. The type designations of bullet base, nose and 
canneleur characteristics must be standardized and 
adhered to throughout the identification process. This 
standardization of measurement methodology must 
be used throughout the identil1cation procedure in 
order to make efficient use of the data available in 
these two liles. 

I n use of the rilling specification file, the single 
most important piece of input information will be 
the caliber designation. Note that this is not merely 
the specimen diameter dimension; it is a description 
of the cartridge that fixed the specimen. For example, 
a .32 caliber auto pistol and a .32 caliber lead bullet 
may have the same diameter dimensions but they 
are actually two different caliber designations that 
would have chambered that cartridge. The purpose of 
the ammunition file is to determine the caliber desig
nation from the physical characteristics of the speci
men. In many cases it will not be necessary to use 
the ammunition file for this purpose, as the firearms 
examiner can readily identify the caliber designation 
of the specimen due to his extensive knowledge and 
experience. When this information can be readily 
determined, there is no need to access the ammuni
tion file. and the inquiry can be made directly into 
the rifle specifications file. Thus, the ammunition file 
is used to verify the examiner's identilkation of the 
cali.ber designation and to aid him in this identifica
tion when the condition of the specimen is such that 
some features have been mutilated or when the speci
men are beyond the scope of his experience. 

The first step in the procedure is to identify the 
caliber designation of the fired specimen. Identifica
tion of the caliber designation will provide inf:orma-

tion on the possible cartridges that could have con
tained the fired specimen, which would then lead to 
firearms that have the capability of chambering that 
particular cartridge. ]n some cases the firearms ex
aminer is able to quickly determine the caliber desig
nation of the specimen just by making a few simple 
measurements of the fired specimen. However, quite 
often portions of the specimen have been altered by 
impact and identification must be attempted with 
measurement of only a few of the specimen's char
acteristics. These specimen characteristics would be: 
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• Rifli ng elia meter 
• Circumference 
• Length 
• Weight 
• Type of nose 
• Type of base 
• Type of jacket (if any) 
• Number and type of cannelcurs 
• Dimension frol11 base to lower canneleur 
• lnter-eanneleur dimensions 
• Dimension from nose to upper canneleur 
Not all of these characteristics may be measur

able due to the condition of the specimen. From 
these measurements it would be possible to list the 
caliber designation (s) of the fired specimen. 

The second step of the procedure would be to 
identify a list of firearms that could have fired the 
specimen. The following measurable characteristics 
of the specimen would be determined: 

• Caliber designation 
• Number of lands and grooves 
• Width of lands and grooves 
• Direction of twist 
• Circumference 
Inclusion of circumference data is a validation 

of the number of lands and grooves and the sum
mation of their respective widths. 

From this information the system would provide 
a list of firearms by make and model that could have 
fired the specimen. Figure 3 depicts the flow of oper
ations of these procedures. 

Data Base Requirements. The ammunition file 
will contain the physical characteristics of bullets 
and their caliber designations. The file will be struc
tured as a series of individual records describing 
physical characteristics and caliber designation. The 
required record elements and estimated allocations 
are as follows: 

Element Name 
Bullet diameter 
B ul\e t circu mference 
Bullet length 
Bullet weight 
Type of jacket 
Type of nose 
Type of base 
Number of eanneleurs 
Type of canneleurs 
Width of canneleurs 
Dimension base to lower canneleur 
Dimension nose to upper canneleur 
Inter eanneleur dimension 
Metallic composition 
Caliber designation 
Source of data 
Additional information 

N ~ 
A ~ 

AN 

USER 

numeric 
alphabetic 
alphanumeric 

.'. 

MEASURE 
FIRED 

SPECIMEN 

Number of Characters 
3 
4 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 

10 
20 
14 

150 

Type of Characters 
N 
N 
N 
N 
A 
A 
A 
N 
A 
N 
N 
N 
N 

AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 

::::::::::::;:;:;*~;~;i~::;:;:;:;:~;~:;:;: ;:;:;:,;:;:;:;:;:;:;:>;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:':':,;,:,,::,,:,:,::,,::: ::::':';::::':::::::':'::::::::':::::::::::"::::::':'::,':::':',,::::,:::::: ::::'::::'::'::::::::':::"'::"::":':: :::'::":'::"'::::":::':::::::::::':'::':":'::":":':'::'::::::':"::':'" :::,,:,::::,,::::,:,:::,::,:::::::::::,,::,::::;::,:::::::::'::';:::'::::::: ::'::::::::::':::::'::::':::::::: 

AMMUNITIDN 
FILE 

EDIT INPUT 
·----1 & VALIDATE 

ERROR RANGE OF DATA 

FILE 
SEARCH 

I 

1-] 

EDIT INPUT 
'------1 & VALIDATE. 

ERRfJR RANGE OF DATA 

FILE 
SEARCH 

Figure 3 Information Flow - Rifling Specification 
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The character allocations for dimensions arc 
based on the usc or the l:::nglish measurement system. 
Any necessary metric eonversions can be aCCOll1mo
dated in the proce:;sing function. 

The file should be ordered first by jacketed and 
l10njaeketed bullets. WiLhin each of these categories, 
it should then be ordered by bullet diameter with 
further classification by metallic composition and 
type of jacket. This will result in two sequential sub
files and should be sufTicient to reduce the area of 
search to a reasonable number of records without the 
need for further indexing as long as a prime index 
into the sequential nle is available. 

Based upon the size of the most extensive manual 

ammunition file currently available, it is estimated 
that the initial CLlS ammunition file would consist 
of approxi mately 7,500 records with an annual ex
pansion rate of about 100 records per year. This 
would require an initial data base size of 1,687,500 
characters with an anticipated annual increase of 
22,500 characters. 

The dOing specilkation file will contain the ri
fling specification characteristics and a description 
of the firearm. The filc will be structured as a series 
of individual records describing the characteristics 
of a firearm. The required record clements and esti
mated allocation arc as follows: 

Element Name 
Caliber Designation 

Number of Characters 
20 

Type of Characters 
AN 

N 
A 
N 
N 

Number or Lands and Grooves 
Direction of Rilling Twist 
Land Width 
Groove Width 
Weapon Description 
Source of Data 
Additional I nrormation 

/\s stated for the alllmunition Iile. the character 
allocations are based upon usc or the English mea
surement system. 

The Jile should be ordered first hy caliber desig
nation. second by direction of rif1ing twist and then 
bv number or lands and \!f"Ooves with further break
d~nvn by land and groov~ width if necessary. As in 
the amlllunition Iile, this will result in a sequential 
file with no need for a further index or cross refer
ence. 

Basl.!d upon the size of current manual f1les and 
indexes, it is estimaLed that the initial CLlS rining 
specification lill.! will consist of about 3,000 records 
with an estimated annual increase of 500 records. 
This would require an initial data base size of 
600,000 characters with an anticipated annual in
crease or 100,000 characters. 

Note that the record content of both the ammuni
tion and rifling specification f1le will be generally 
consistent from record to record, and there is no re
quirement for inLerrecord indexes or pointers to re
lating records or indexes. This strongly suggests that 
both liles can be lldequate1y accommodated with a 
relatively simple sequential ille structure with a prime 
index serving as an access key. 

2 

3 
3 

100 
14 
57 

AN 
AN 
AN 
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Processing Functions. From the standpoint of 
ef1'eetive usc, the system must be simple to operate. 
The user should be able to obtain useful information 
with a minimum of input data and keystrokes. A 
user reference manual must be developed to define 
the terminolo2.Y, abbreviations and methodology of 
system usc. This will provide an easy-to-use guide 
to system operation. 

Due to the relative simplicity of file organization, 
it is anticipated that a rormal user language will not 
be required ror this application area .. The operational 
procedure should be primarily conversational, with 
as much system editing as possible. After program 
initiation, the system will query the user for data on 
each clement necessary for the file search. After user 
input of each clement, the system will check for data 
validity between ranges and ask for tolerance infor
mation. if applicable. The user has the option of 
skipping over those elements f0r which he is unable 
to provide information. The following illustrates how 
the system might interact with the user: 

S = system U :C:' user 
U: Riflefile 
S: THIS IS RIFLE FILE, ENTER CALIBER 

DESIGNATION 

, 
U: 25 cal 
S: NUMBER OF LAND G? 
U: 6 
S: TWIST? 
U: L 
S: LAND WIDTH? 
U: .069 
S: TOLERANCE? 
U: + '(J05, -.(J03 
S: GROOVE WIDTH'? 
U: .95 
S: UNACCEPTf\BLE - OUT OF RANGE 
S: GROOVE WIDTH? 
U: .06 
S: TOLERANCE? 
U: +.01,-.01 
S: ANY FURTHER INFORMATION? 
.0: Search 

S: THE FOLLOWING FIREARMS ARE LIST
ED AS HAVING THE SPECIFIED CHARAC
TERISTICS: 

Colt Auto Pistol (Describe weapon amI charac
teristics) ASTRA (Describe weapon and char
aeteristics) and so forth as applicable. 

The system processor must have the capability 
of editing input data to detect inadvertent keystroke 
errors as well as obtaining sufficient information to 
effect a search. When the minimum information has 
been solicited from the user and the user has inputted 
any additional information, the system will begin the 
search, examining each record with the prime desig
nator (25 cal in the above example) and displaying 
to thc user each record that matches the input data 
within the prescribed tolerances. This same process
ing function can be used for both files in this appli
cation area due to their similarity of organization 
and search criteria. It should also he capable of sup
porting a minimum of three simultaneous file search 
operations. 

Communications. As indicated in the previous 
section, the interaction between the user and the 
system should be accomplished in a conversational 
mocle in order to minimize the input data error rate. 
Typical system response to user input of data should •. 
be less than ten seconds. Tn the data input mode of 
the search process, approximately 500 characters 
would be interchanged between the system and the 
user. Since the system response could include the 
listing of many records depending upon the input 
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data, it is dimcult to determine exactly how many 
characters would be needed to complete the entire 
transaction. An estimated average o/' rour responses 
per transaction would indicate that approximately 
1.500 characters would be required. 

Based upon questionnaire results, the avcrage 
usage of in-house firearms and ammunition files is 
about 2.000 times per month. Using a 160-hour work 
month, the estimated usage would be about 13 times 
an hour. Note that this is a gross estimate and could 
easily double during peak hours of usc. This indi
cates that the communications usage for this appli
cation would be approximately 25.000 ciJanl"ters 
per hour for all users of the system. 

Maintainability. Since the data in both Illes of tids 
application area represents the characteristics of fire
arms that arc currently in general circulation. it will 
remain current for as long as those lirearms arc 
available. It is anticipated that there will be very 
little purging or this liIe. Updates, however. must be 
made whenever a new type of Hrearm or bullet is 
developed and made available by the manufacturers. 

Addition of data to these files must be carefully 
controlled to prevent the admission of erroneous 
data. As new bullets or Ilrearms arc made available, 
their specilkations can be obtained from the manu
facturer. A much better method of acquiring these 
specifications would be to obtain a sample bullet or 
firearm from the manufacturer and have a respon
sible laboratory test fire and measure the bullets and 
fired specimens. In this way, measurement inconsis
tencies can be reduced, since the same organization 
would be making and updating all measurements. 

It is recommended that a small group of exper
ienced ftrearms identification and ballistics personnel 
comprise a review committee to supervise the inclu
sion of all information added to or deleted from these 
Iiles. This would provide a central control for I1re
arms information and measurement techniques. Ac
tual updating and resequencing of the files is a rela
tively minor procedure and can be accomplished 
during non prime time. 

Initial Implementation. The ini tial task in the 
implementation of this application area is to define 
in detail the content of the Iiles and the detailed func
tional procedure that must be med by a terminal 
operator to obtain information from these files. This 
will specify inquiry and response formats, editing 
criteria and error designations, and detailed file 
search and match operations. From this functional 



description, a detailed program and file allocation 
specification can be written. Programs arc then coded 
and tested against the functional description. 

Generating the data base will involve a large 
effort in obtaining the available specifications, mea
suring those characteristics that are unavailable, and 
encoding the data in machine-readable forni. Wher
ever possible, the data should be obtained from 
reliable measurements, using uniform procedures. 
Again, it is recommended that this be accomplished 
under the direction of a slllall group of experts who 
will review all functional speciflcations and data for 
inclusion into the two flies. Some of the sources for 
the data arc published texts and tables as well as 
firearms and ammunition evidence collections main
tained by some laboratories. Some of the prime 
sources of this data arc: 

• FBI Standard Ammunition File 
• Matthews Text on Firearms Identification 
• "Cartridges of the World," by Barnes 
• "Cartridgcs of Rines and Pistols," by Marshall 

and White ' 
• Manufacturers'Specifications 
.. H. P. White's Index, currently Firearms Identi

Iication Service 
Systems Requirements 

Data Storage. The estimated data storage require
ment is 1,6X7,500 characters for both flies. Due to 
the interactive, real-time nature of the user/system 
interface, this storage should be online and on-direct 
access devices such as disks or drums. 
Necessary Functions and Operations 

.. User reference manual 
• Input editing 
• lJser/systcm interaction 
• Fik search and match within specified 

tolerances 
• Process thrce searches simultaneously 
Figure 3 shows the processing functions for this 

application. 
Information Input and Output. Information in

put to the system describes the physical character
istics of the specimen and can be entercd via a 
normal data entry keyboard. System outputs will 
consist of command inquiries for input and printouts 
of sclected records. 

Systcm A yailability and Response Timcs. Both 
Jiles in this application area should be made avail
able online during first and second shift working 
hours and extended to a 24-hour basis if possible. 
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Total systcm response time (does not include oper
ator input time) for each transaction should not 
total over two minutes. 

Estimated Usagc Rates. Based upon question
naire rcsponses, thc cstimated usage rates would be 
approximately 40 transactions per month pCI' user. 

Maintainability. Additions to the files should be 
made at least on a weekly basis. Any errors dis
covercd in data already online should be corrected 
by the rcview committee and updated as soon as 
the correct information is available. 

GENERAL DESIGN FOR 
ABSTRACT IBIBLIOGRAPHY 

The scope of this section is intended to include 
both literature abstract indexing and bibliographic 
scarch capability. Sincc an abstract listing must also 
contain bibliographic information, all subsequcnt 
references to the bibliographic data base also include 
abstract indexing. Depending upon the source of bib
liographic data, abstracts mayor Illay not be avail
able along with each citation. If an abstract is avail
able, it will be includcd as part of the data base 
under the same subject headings as the citation. If it 
is not available, the citation will be included in the 
data base under its appropriate subject headings. 

In this application, the data base is the bibliogra
phy; i.e., a list of sources of information on a given 
subject(s). The data base will be a collection of cita
tions with appropriate indexes. Each citation is a 
direct reference to a particular article or text of inter
est to the forensic laboratory community. 

General Operating Functions. As indicated pre
viously, the data base is a collection of citations. It 
is the goal of the user of the systcm to obtain a list 
of citations (if any) that pertain to a specific set of 
selection criteria that defines the subject area to be 
searched. In order to accomplish this, there must 
exist a set of subject headings that define all areas 
of interest in forensic science and each citation must 
be categorized under every subject heading that the 
original article refers to. This lexicon of subject 
headings is extremcly important in the overall oper
ation to this application, as almost every search will 
involve references by subject heading. 

A normal sequence of operation would be for 
the user to input a subject heading and the system 
would respond with the number of citations cate
gorized under that subject heading. This would en-

able the user to determinc \vhethcr furthcr classifica
tion would be necessary bcfore calling for a printout 
of all applicable citations. The user would have the 
capability of specifying boolean combinations of sub
ject hcadings, authors or titles in order to reduce the 
number of applicable citations to his specific area of 
intercst. The citations would then be printed at the 
user's command. 

Data "Basc ncquircments. Each citation in the 
data base would constitutc a data base record. Eaeh 
record would contain the following information on 
the referenccd article: 

Record Elcmcn t 
• Title 

Estimatcd Number 
of Characters 

200 
• Author or Authors - list all 100 
• Abstract - if available 
• Source - articlc publication 

information 
• Date article published 
• Date citation entered into system 
• Subject headings - list all 

1,000 

50 
6 
6 

ISO 
All characters would be alphanumeric. A subject 

heading encoding schem~ could be implemented to 
reduce the number of characters in the subject head
ing record clement. 

Due to the flexibility of the types of information 
in the data base, it is appropriate that the records 
be organized as variable length with variable length 
record elements. 

In audition to the file containing the subject head
ings, there will be a number of indexes which will 
reference records in the data base. The selection of 
data base items to be indexed will largely depend 
upon the anticipated user interaction with the sys
tem. The following indexes are considered to be 
minimal: Subject Heading, Title, Author. 

All access into the data base will be by use of 
one or 1110re of the indexes depending upon the 
search criteria specified by the user. Should the list 
of subject headings become too complex and inter
related, it would be possible to subclassify thc subject 
headings into other categories such as functional or 
methodological or perhaps key word entrics. This 
subclassification would necessitate a separate index 
into the subject heading file. 

Bascd upon the current number of journals and 
periodicals in the forensic area, there would be about 
1,200 citations per year available for entry into the 
eLlS. Assuming that all articles publishcd within the 
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Pilst five years would be available for review and data 
base opcration, the initial data base size would bc 
approximately 6,000 citations. An average data base 
record of 1,500 characters would bc sufficicnt to in
clude a 150-word abstract as well as consideration 
for indexes. This would indicate an initial data base 
requirement of 9,000,0000 characters with an an
nual growth rate of approximately 1,800,000 char
acters. 

Processing Functions. The functional operation 
of a bibliographic search will involve a signilicant 
amount of interaction between the user and the sys
tt:m. For this reason it is recommended that a simple 
instructional languagc bc designed and implemented 
as part of the operation of this application area. This 
would permit thc user to lIse such commands as 
PRINT, SEARCH, LlST SUBJECT HEADING 
BREAKDOWN or HELP (for instructional infor
mation in problem situations) as well as implement
ing the boolean operations and inputting search 
criteria. 

Implementation of a user language will require 
additional processing capabilities. In addition to 
normal data input editing, a command language in
terpreter will be required as well as an input subject 
heading string builder. These programs assist the 
user in building his search criteria and provide for 
strict adherence to system operating procedures. In
put cditing will consist mostly of subject heading 
lookups and validation, anel syntax analysis. Once 
the search criteria has been input b~' the user, the 
processor will access the indcxes and by selective 
inclusion and exclusion of data base records, develo,:, 
a list of citations to be returned to the user. A mfltci1 
of the search criteria with a particular citation will 
not automatically cause the citation to be printed; 
this is accomplished only by a suitable print com
mand at the request of the user. Figure 4 depicts a 
possible logical flow of operations to be performed 
for a typical search. 

Attempting to find a reference to a specific sub
ject area can result in a substantial amount of 
"browsing" through the data base. The processing 
functions must be able to support simultaneous use 
of this application by several users. The processor 
must also be able to provide documentary assistance 
to the user in the form of an online tutorial package. 
This will be particularly valuable in operator training 
and system familiarization. It should also have the 
capability of displaying a breakdown of the subject 
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Figure 4 Information Flow - Bibliographic and Literature Abstract Services 

heading list as a sort of menu available to the user. 
Communications. Use of a functional application 

language as described in the previous section imli
cates that the system must interact responsively and 
continuously with the user. Typical system response 
to user command or search input ~hould be less than 
ten slconds. Since the user "browsing" time could be 
quite extensiw, and the list of citations long, it is 
extremely dil1lcult to estimate the volume of trans
mitted data. Assuming an average search of a com
bilwtion of sh: subject hcadings which list three cita
tions, an estimated 5,nOn charar:ters would be trans
mitted for eaeh searc11. 

How often a laboratory would usc a biblio
graphie search service such as this is difficult to de
termine, since laboratories were unable to estimate 
current activities, 1!00vever. assume that each labo
ratory responding to the CLlS questionnaire made 
one search per day (eight-hour working day). This 
would amount to 125 searches per day or about 15 
searches per hour. At 5,000 characters per search, 
the communications usage \vould be approximately 
75,000 characters per hour [or all users of the 
system. 

Maintainability. Updating the bibliographic data 
base is tl continuous task. Due to the fact that most 
of the citations will reference articles in periodicals. 
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the citations must be indexed and abstracted (if ap
plicable) on a llxed schedule. Citations to dated in
formation must bL~ purged according to specified time 
lapse criteria or the availability of more recent scien
tific cia tao 

Most prominent in the maintenance process will 
be the selection of periodicals to be reviewed. As the 
field of forensic science expands in its usc of avail
able technology, the list of subject headings must be 
kept current with the activities and interests of the 
forensic laboratories. The supervision of these two 
critical maintenance tasks should bc entrusted to a 
small seJect group of experts in the forensic sciences. 

The actual periodical reviewing and data input 
procedures can be accomplished through the usc 
of specialized contractual services. Commercial firms. 
as well as government organizations, have the ca
pabilities and stair to provide abstracting and index
ing services in specialized areas such as thos~ in for
ensic science. 
System Requil'ements 

Data Storage. The initial data storage require
ment of this application area is 9,000,000 characters. 
This does not have to be immediately, however. 
Conversion of data for the initial implementation 
will take at least several months, and this initial con
version data will be added to the lih: over this period 

of time. Filc growth is estimated at 1,800.000 char
actcrs per year. 

Necess[lI'Y Fundions and Operations. The pri
mary task in implementation will be to develop the 
ddlnilion of a user language and subject heading 
list. The subject heading list must be flexible so as 
to accommodate future expansion and possible sub
classification or somc subject areas. CDncurrcnt 
searches by several users must be supported to pro
vide browsing capability. 

Information Input and Output. User provided 
information will provide scarch criteria for system 
matching algorithms. The system must also support 
various combinatorial inputs of subject headings. 
titles and author information. Rcsponse will be to list 
number of matches. partial selective record clement 
display and full record (citation) display. 

System Availability and Response Time. Due to 
use of a user language, response times must be 
rapid enough to maintain uscr attention. This re
sponse can be subject to degradation when the user 
is casuully browsing through general categories. Sys
tem availability could be limited to normal working 
hours. 

Estimated Usage Rates. The estimated rate of us
age is once per laboratory pcr day. However, this 
can be expected to increase if the citation data is 
truly responsive to user needs. Use of this capability 
by formal laboratory training progrums will also in
crease usage of this application area. 

Maintainability. File maintcnancc will be an on
going procedure of adding citations to the data base. 
New citations should be placed online as soon as 
they are available so as to provide thc user with the 
most current references to the selected subject 
hcadings. 

Initial Implementation. The initial task in the 
implementation of this application area is to deline 
the detailed protocol and functions of the user lan
guage. This should be followed by the development 
of a subject heading list and a detailed layout of the 
file-indeh 19 structure. The functional definition of 
the USCI' language will result in the development of 
two documents. the user's manual and the program
ming specifications. Thcsc programming specifica
tions in conjunction with thc lite-allocation and in
dexing dcl'initions will providc sufficient technical 
detail to code and test the computcr progrums. 

Data conversio:1 and data base cntry is depen
dcnt upon thc development of the list of subject 
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headings. Once this list is complete amI meets the 
satisfaction o( the user cOlllmunity. data entry can 
begin. The nrst priority would be to organize the 
maintenance function such that the most current in
formation will be available to the Llsers. The next 
step would be to convert the appropriate contents 
of currently available sources such as: 

• MEDLARS 
• iNFORM 
• NCJRS 
• FBI Abstracts 
• AAFS What's New. 
The conversion of some of this information wiJI 

be somewhat tlilficult due to format inconsistencies 
from system to system. However. this method is 
superior to going back to the inform11tion source and 
developing the citation and abstract data. 

GENERAL DESIGN FOR SOURCES OF 
SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE 

The scope or forensic science covers () large 
portion of the technical spectrum. Members of a 
laboratory stair are frequently required to testify in 
COl11't as qualified experts in the particular field or 
fields in which they spccialize. The question of who 
is qualil1ed as an expert in a specilk discipline is a 
particularly diflicult problem in forensic science be
cause of its cffects on juri..;prudence. The court fre
quently establishes a person as an expert based upoh 
his education, training, experience and previous court 
qualifications. Lcaders in specific fields arc often 
recognized by thcir peers as expert~, al though no 
single set of criteria can serve to define an "expert." 

This application area will provide a list of sour
ces of specialized knowledge. The fact that n person 
is included in this CLlS list would not be construed 
as an endorsement of his capabilities and experience. 
Inclusion in this list would indicate that the refer
enced person can be considered to be knowledgeable 
in the specified lields of interest. The CLlS special
ized knowledge file should be used as a reference 
tool and not as a credentials validator. 

General Operating l?unctions. A user of this ap
plication area would typically be confrontcd with the 
analysis of a spccimen that is beyond his experience 
or scope of knowledge and training. The conven
tional method of solving this problem involvcs the 
laboratory examincr's personal knowledge of an 



acquuintanct.: with "t.:xperts" in the spt.:cirk analytical 
area to be analyzed. By consulting with these "ex
pt.:rts" he is gt.:nerally able to solve that particular 
problt.:m with their guidance. Laboratory examint.:rs 
generally do not hesitatc to admit thcir necd [or as
sistance und will scek help whcn faced with problcms 
in areas which perhaps arc not a part of their normal 
dbciplint.:s. 

If tht.: laboratory cxamint.:r has no knowledge of 
wht.:l'c to obtain this spt.:cializcd hclp. he must spend a 
significant amount of rcst.:arch till1t.: in qualifying and 
locating spt.:cilic pt.:opk. LJse of tht.: CLIS systcl11 will 
l'eadily idcntify pott.:ntial per~onncl con~idercd to bc 
knowkdgt.:ablc in sekctt.:d spt.:cialty art.:as. Thc ust.:r 
would 1I1t.:rely approat.:h the system and input the spe
cilic forensic catcgory that he is intercstcd in. The 
system would ft.:spond by supplying tht.: user with a 
list of pcrsonncl within that category. The USCI' 

should also have the capability of further classifying 
tht.: rt.:sultant list by sclt.:ction of, a spt.:cilic gcographic 
art.:a. 

Important to tht.: operation of the systt.:m is tht.: 
catt.:gorizing of spccialty art.:as of tt.:chnical il1lport
anct.: in tht.: fort.:nsic scit.:nct.: Held. For instancc. SOI1lt.: 
of tht.:sL' spt.:cialty art.:as would bt.:: 

.. Serology 
• Odontology 
• Tool Marks 
• Forensic Toxicology 
• Narcotic Ballistics 
It is t.:stimatt.:d that 100 lo 150 of the~e catt.:gories 

would su!lict.: to cover lht.: fort.:nsic scit.:nce field. 
Data Base Requircments. The sources of the spe

cializt.:d knowledgt.: Ilk \vill contain namt.:s anll ad
dresses of peopk considert.:d to bc experts in tht.:ir 
field. Tht.: Iile will be structured as a series of records. 
each record dcscribing thc namt.:. addrcss and spe
cialty area of the person involved. The required rec
ord elements are listed as follows: 

RccoJ'(\ Element 

• Name 
• Title 
• Professional Af1Hiation 
• Address 

Estimated Number 
of Characters 

40 
30 
50 
50 

• Tdt.:phone Contacts 20 
• Specialty Areas 10 
• Ft.:e Information 40 
• Gt.:ographit.:al Area of Residence 4 
It is estimated that a fixed record size of 250 

[llphanUlllel'ic characters would be sufficicnt to con
tain all of the above information. In the event of 
record over!1ow, which may occur in the listing of 
many specialty areas. a second record could be ap
pended to the Ilrst along with appropriatt.: continua
tion flags. or an internal numeric code could be used 
instead of the full-tt.:xt of the specially area. The file 
should be ordered alphabetically by name, thus pro
ducing a sequential file. Access to the :file may be 
made by name; however. tht.: prime access method 
will be by specialty area. Therefore. an index flit.: by 
specialty area mmt he generated and maint ined 
with appropriatt.: pointers to the name me. 
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Current studies indicate that tht.:re may be as 
many as 6.500 people who can be considered ex· 
perienced and competent enough to he included in 
this file. Although the actual file size will probably 
be significantly less. this can he considered a maxi
mum for file-size estimation. This would produce a 
file storage requirement of approximately 1.625.000 
characters. The annual growth rate can he consid
ered insignillcant in comparison to this maximum 
file size. 

1)roccssing Functions. Access to the file will be 
sil1lplt.: and straight-forward, thus precluding the 
nt.:t.:d for a user language. Tbe user would input a 
specialty area and the system would respond with a 
list of those persons considered to be knowledgeable. 
This list can be furthcr classified by usc of geo
graphic input \vhich would reduce the response to 
only those records in the specified area. A complete 
list of the specialist areas should be available to the 
user upon request. 

Tht.: processing function will also have the re
sponsibility of editing user input for valid specialty 
area designations as well as geographic cocles. Since 
the mode of interaction will be inquiry/response and 
the anticipated usage low. it is not necessary for the 
system to support the capability of more than one 
search at a time. Figure 5 depicts a possible logical 
sequence of operations which could meet the require
ments of this application area. 

Communications. At this time there is little evi
dence to base a usage estimate upon. Since the aver
age priority of this application was fairly low, it is 
doubtful that this function will be m~ed more than 
four timt.:s per day. Assuming that an average re
sponse to a specialty area inquiry would list 12 
records, the total daily transmission rate would be 
12,000 characters. Based upon an eight-hour day, 

-
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Figure 5 Information Flow - Sources of Specialized Knowledge 

anticipated volumc of data would be 1,500 char
acters pCI' hour. 

Since the modt.: of user interaction with the sys
tem is inquiry/response and the type of information 
to be provided is noncritical. the response time re
quirement can be expl'esst.:d in minutes. such as less 
than live. This search function would have a low 
priority when contending for system resourct.:s. 

Maintainability. After initial implementation, the 
requirt.:ment for file updating would be minimal. 
Additions to the file would have to be qualified by 
tht.: same procedure under which the data hase was 
generatt.:d. Purging of records would occur upon 
death, retirement, voluntary withdrawal or failurc 
to maintain defined qualifications. Routine changes 
of address or telephone contacts would be handled in 
the same update cycle as additions and deletions. It 
is expected that each record will remain current for 
lln extended period of time. 

Initial Implcmcntation, The functional design and 
detailed specifications describing the operation and 
implementation area will be relatively easy to de
velop as will the program coding and file allocation. 
The 1110st critical problem will be defining the quali
fications requirements of the people who will con
stitute the data base. A study sponsored by the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice is currently investigating the particular prob
lem of definition of technical experts in the field of 
forensic science. The results of this study should 
serve as a base for determining qualilkation criteria 
for this data base file. 
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------------------~ 
GENERAL DESIGN FOR SOURCES O-r: 
SPECIALIZED REAGENTS 

Some reagents used in criminalistics laboratories 
art.: availablt.: only from obscure or difficult-to-locate 
sources. Sonw llrc rarcly encountcred by thc labora
tories because they are uscd in infrequently per
formcd analyses. It may not be possible for a labora
tory to do such an an,tlysis in an urgent situation be
cause there is no tinw to locate the needed re,lgent 
or rcagents. 

It has consequently been suggested that eLIS 
could serve as a stort.: and cxchange for information 
on sourccs for these reagents. 

GENERAL OPERATiNG FUNCTIONS 
Input/Output - Manual. A filing system would 

need to be developed. Request forms would haw to 
be designed and protocols for thdr use distributed 
among the l11emlx:r laboratories. Subsequent input of 
a request form would caust.: eLIS to seek the infor
mation in its l1le, and if not found there, to gencrate 
a mailing to all laboratories set.:king SOJ1lt.:one to 
meet the information request. Any response recdved 
by eLlS would be transmitted to the original rc
questor and entered in the main me. These contracts 
could be made by telephone. 

Computerized. A computerized sy~tcm would 
operate similarly, except that exchange of informa
tion would be quicker. Requests for information 
could be entered through a laboratory's terminal, 
and if not met by the main iile, a call for help could 



go out [0 all terminals. Replies would be auto
matically cntered in the main Jile and automatically 
transmitted [0 thc other laboratories. 

Figure 6 shows how information might llow in 
[his utnliation. 

DATA BASE REQUIREMENTS 

Filc Content 
• Rcagent name 
• Naille of source 

[LIS 

NO 

• Address of source 
• Telephone number or source. 
File Structme. Because of its relatively small size, 

there probably would be no impetus for making this 
!ile other than sequential. If it wcre an aillinc file, 
this would be enforced; if it were online, there 
might be reasons (such as continuity with other ellS 
files) for making it a random tile. 

Record Layout und Elcmcnt Coding Stl'llciurcs. 
Record length: 196 c!1aracters. 

:.;.:.:::::::.:;:;:::::.:: '::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::: ::.:;:::::::::::::::::;:::::;:::::::;:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::;:;:::: 

Figure 6 Information Flow - Sources of Specialized Reagents 

Elemcnt Namc 
Entry Number 
Entry date 
Status 
Originator of entry 
Reagcnt name 
Reagent purpose 
Name of source 
Address of source 
Telephone number of source 

Numbcr 01' Chal'llcicrs 
4 

N-- numeric 
A alphabetic 

5 
1 

16 
48 
·18 
16 
48 
10 

AN alphanumeric 
B .. binary 
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Type of Charactcrs 
AN 

N 
B 
A 

AN 
A 
A 

AN 
N 

Access Criteria and Indcxing Mcthodology. No 
hierarchy or ordering is seen to be necessary for this 
lile. The arrangement could be chronological with 
new entries added to the end. 

Access would be by reagent name. Where re
agents arc known by more than one name, there 
could be multiple entries, or a cross-referencing sys
tem involving a synonym me could be established. 

Estimated Filc Size and GrOWnl Ratc. Unless it 
were undertaken to include large lists of reagents, 
such as the Eastman Organic Chemicals Catalog, the 
file might contain a few hundred entries and might 
grow at the rate of 25 or so entries per year. A 500-
entry Ille, with record sizes as estimated above, would 
require 98,000 bytes of storage. 

PROCESSSING FUNCTIONS 

Data Encoding and Allocation Schemes. Putting 
up tl1e original data base, if any, in a manual system 
would i!lvolve only the conversion of known informa
tion to a standard format. Addition of new informa
tion would be done in the same way. In a computer
ized system the cOllversion proeess would require 
rendering the data into machine-readable form. New 
data could be entered at a terminal and the COllver
sion done via program. 

Since the content of this Jile would be largely 
alphanumeric, the only fields requiring encoding 
would be entry number, date, and status; and they 
would be eomputer-generated. 

Although a fixed-length record is dc1ined above 
for Jile estimation purposes, it would prohably bc 
more eflicient in terms of storage space to allow the 
alphanumeric fields to be variable in length. The 
establishment and manipulation of these fields would 
be done by appropriate programming. 

Filc Scarch and l\latch Tcchniques. Finding an 
entry in the file would be simply a matter of match
ing the requested reagent name against those on flIe. 
Either a manual or a computerized system would re
quire a means for synonym checking in case th~ 

reagent might be flied under a name other than the 
one reCJuested. 

Applicability of a Functional Languagc. There 
appear to be only three types of user responses re
quired: 

• Request for a reagent source 
• Contribution of a reagent source 
• Notification that erroneous or out-of-date 

information has been distributed 
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It does not seem appropriate to develop a func
tional language for these few functions. 

Conc\ll'l'cncy of Opcration. Conr i~rrency is not a 
signifkant consideration in a manual system. If this 
application is as infrequently used as predicted, it is 
probably not significant in a computerized system 
either. However, it seems reasonablc that a concur
rency capability might be provided for the whole sys
tem in order to satisfy worst case needs (i.e., analyti
cal instrument support). 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Estimated Usagc Rates. In all probability, usage 

of this capability would be infrequent amI unpredict
able. A laboratory might go for, months without 
having a need [or special reag~nts and then \vanl to 
request sources for a whole list of them at one time. 
At any rate, if implemented on a computer network 
the data coml11unications usage would be so small as 
to probably not be justified exeept by being "piggy
backed" on a more frequently used applieation. 

Necessm'Y Response Times. This is an applica
tion that probably can be adequately performed by 
some laboratories themselves under routine condi
tions. Under emergency conditions a quickly re
sponding system, presumably ill1ple111~~nted on C0111-
puter terminals, could make it possible for labor'
tories to conduct analyses they arc now unable to do 
because they lack the tinle to locate the reagents. A 
one-day turnaround might be required to make this 
capability useful. 

Rcquircd USCI' Intcraction. An inquil'j /response 
facility, rather than true interaction, shoulll be ade
quate for this application area. However. if imple
mented as part of an interactive terminal system, 
the inquiries and responses might thelllselves be 
interactive. 

Anticipatcd Volumc of Tl'llnsmittcd Data (Mcs
sagc VolulIIc). The requests for inforlllation would 
consi~t mainly of the names of reagents \vhose somee 
was being sought, each a 25 to 3D-character message. 
The replies would most likely be comprised of entire 
!ile entries of about 200 characters. Added to this 
would be an overhead required to transmit request 
options, operator messages, formatting, etc., back 
and forth between computer and terminal. 

MAINTAINABILITY 
Concurrcncy of Data. Unless external sources of 

information can be found this subsystem should re-



main as current as the knowledge of its users. 
Care should be taken to expunge from the file 

any sources found to be defunct or to no longer 
~upply the reagent in question. 

Sources of Updates for Maintenance. Both addi
tions to and deletions from the file will probably 
generally emanate from the users. The mechanism 
for adding new entries to the ftle is described else
where in this section. It will also be desirable to keep 
channels open to learn of erroneous or outdated in
forlilation and to provide a mechanism for reacting 
to such knowledge. 
Summary of Maintenance PJ'ocedUl'es 

• Addition of user-supplied entries 
• Monitoring by the CLIS staff of user-generated 

addition (with a transaction report if the sys
tem is computerized) 

• Detection of. reaction to, outdated information 
Initial Implementation. One can conceive of a 

service of this nature coming about in several ways: 
• All the major reagent companies' catalogs 

could b<.: codifted with (very long) chemical 
names, suppliers' addresses, prices (hard to 
keep up to date), etc. 

• The eriminalistics laboratory eommunity could 
be polled to determine what reagents they have 
had difficulty locating and where they eventu
ally obtained them. 

• The polling could be done as required; in that 
any laboratory having a special need could ask 
CLlS to spread the word among member labo
ratories. Any laboratory knowing how to fill 
the need would he referred to the original re
questor. At the same time the information 
would be put on iile in case the need arose 
again. 

It is recoJ11mended that the last two approaches 
be used if this application is implemented. The sur
vey of the laboratory community could supply the 
initial data base and the as-needed polling could 
provide updates. It is important that all exchange of 
information go through the central CLlS facility so 
that the information can be included in the data base. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR 
SOURCES OF SPECIALIZED 
REAGENTS 

Baja Storage Requirements - Mallual. All the 
clata required for this application probably ~ould be 
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contained in a file drawer. 
Computerized. Tn comparison with most other 

CLiS data bases, this one would not contain a large 
number of records, though the records might tend to 
be long due to the probable wordiness of the entries. 
A total of 100 kilobytes of storage should be ade
quate. If the applicat:on is to be available interac
tively at the terminals, an online (disc) data base is 
required, though batching sclr~mes using offline stor
age are conceivable (if interactivity is forsworn). 
Necessary Functions and Operations 

• Original establishment of the data base 
• User information request mechanism 
• File search for requested information 
e Means to notify all laboratories of information 

need 
• Response mechanism to information need noti

fication 
• ·\ddition of new data to data base 
• Means to disseminate answers to information 

requests 

Information Input and Output - Manual. 
• Inputs: Information request forms and forms 

or telephone calls to replay to CLlS with in
formation 

• Outputs: Notification of information need 
forms or letters; forms or telephone calls to 
distribute answers to requestors. 

Computerized 
• Inputs: Entries on terminal keyboard by re

questors and suppliers of information 
• Outputs: Printouts on terminal printer or dis

plays on terminal CRT of information re
quested or supplied. 

System Availability and Resl>onse Times -
Manual. There would be little limitation on avail
ability by mail; telephone availability would be 
constrained by working hours at the sites involved. 
Response would generally be slow. 

Computerized. A one-day turnaround should be 
adequate. Interactivity is not required; however, an 
online syslem would always be available. Response 
would be immediate for already stored information; 
for user-generated replies it would be unpredictable. 

Estimated Usage Rates. Five to ten times per 
month. 

Maintainability as It Affects System Design -
Manual. A person or persons would be responsible 
for the usage and integrity of the files. 

Computerized. The same sort of responsibility 
would be the case as for a manual systcm. The re
sponsible person should be assisted by a transaction 
listing of any automatic updating of the iile in order 
to eliminate or rcctify any spurious or "garbage" 
entries. 

GENERAL DESIGN FOR SOURCES OF 
STANDARD SAMPLES 
Background 

Data collected from potential user laboratories 
described in Volume I places this information need 
area thire! on the list of laboratory priorities. From 
this consensus ranking alone, one could assume that 
crime laboratories are now experiencing Some ser
ious problems relative to the acquisition and/or use 
of standard samples. An analysis of additional data 
tabulated from the survey information forms and 
discllssions with laboratory personnel further sub
stantiates this assumption. 

Respondents were asked to indicate in Chart 2 
of the information form the standard evidence col
lections maintained in their respective laboratories 
and the size and usage of these ftles. The information 
form defined standard evidencc collections as refer
ence files "which contain physical specimens (paint 
samples, firearms collections, ftber samples, etc.)." 
The above examples of standard samples could rea
sonably be extended to include: 

• Drug dosage forms 
• Safe insulation 
• Human and other species of animal hair 
• Ammunition 
• Blood and other body fluids 
• Paper 
• Adhesives 
• Inks· 
• Glass 
• Tape 
• Plastic 
• Wire 
• Explosives 
• Wood 

Use of such samples for comparative analysis 
varies from laboratory to laboratory. Depending up
on the services provided, expertise available and 
cases accepted, individual laboratories will deal rou
tinely with certain samples and infrequently with 
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others. Primary sources for samples are the standard 
evidence collections maintained by laboratories. Re
view of the data from Chart 2 of the information 
form indicates some reasons why this was considered 
~y many laboratories to be a relatively high priority 
Item. 

Table 4 presents an updated tabulation of the 
data collected from Chart 2 of the information [orm. 

I 
Table 4 

Standard Evidence Collections 

Drug and Narcotic Dosage Forms 

Hairs ~nd Fibers 

Firearms and Annnunition 

AutomObile Paints 

Safe Insulation 

Drug and Narcotics Ballistics 

Nisce11aneous: 

Botanical 

Typewriter 

Explosives 

Acce 1erants 

Body F1 uids 

Wood 

Mi nera 1 s 

Tobacco 

Dyes 

Ti re Treads 

Soil s 

Hydrocarbons 

Alcohol 

Paper 

Plastics 

Ink 

Cosmetics 

Gaso1 ine 

Carpeting 

Feathers 

Roofing 

fleta1 s 

Laundry and Dryc1eaning 

Glass 

Pure Drugs 

Fireworks 

Head1 ight Filaments 

Personal Protection Devices 

Skeletal Remains 

Palm Prints 

La.bs. lli''p_Ol'JJ.n..!l 
109 

78. 

75 

49 

28 

21 

85 

8 

10 

8 

Further analysis discloses that: 

P~.r.c.{~}~t 

85 

61 

59 

38 

22 

16 

66 

• One hundred and twenty-two (77 percent) of 
the laboratories reporting have at least one 
form of a standard evidence file. 



• Thirty-~even (23 percent) laboratories do not 
have any [orm of standard evidence file at all. 

• At least SO perccnt of the 37 laboratories with 
no standard evidence flies have less than ten 
total employees: 

Size Laboratories llercent 

1-10 21 57 
1 J -20 6 16 
21 f 3 8 
Size not reportcd 7 19 

37 100 

• Nineteen (J 2 percent) laboratories have only 
one of the standard evidence collections and 
at Icast one of thc misccllaneous collections 
listed in Table 4. 

• Twenty (13 percent) labs have two standard 

evidence collections. 
• Twenty-eight (18 percent) labs havc threc 

standard evidence collections. 
• Twenty-six (16 percent) labs have four stan

dard evidence collections. 
• Fifteen (9 percent) labs have five standard 

evidence collections. 
• Five (3 percent) labs have six ~tandard evi

dence collcctions. 
• One (.6 percent) lab has all six of the com

mon standard evidence collections and at least 
one of thc miscellaneous collections listed in 
Table 4. 

The average size and usage rates of the most 
common standard evidence collections presented in 
Table 4 are shown below: 

A vel'age Size of File A vel'age Number of 
Type 01' File (N lImbel' of Standards) Times Used Pel' Month 

Drug and Narcotic Dosage Fonps 
llairs and Fibers 
Hrearms and Amillunition 
Autol11obile Paints 
Safe Insulation 
Drug and Narcotics Ballistics 
Miscellaneous 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Based upon the analysis of data from the survey 

inforillation form, there docs not appear to be a 
preponderancc of standard evidence collections in 
crime laboratories throughout the country. Twenty
two percent of all laboratories responding have none 
at all. All1Iost SO perccnt of the reporting labora
tories have less than three standard evidence collec
tions. 

The si/e of a laboratory may afTect its ability to 
acquire and maintain standard evidence collections. 
At least SO pcrcent of the laboratories without collec
tions have less than tcn total employees. If the size 
of all rcporting laboratories was known, this ngure 
could conceivably be increased to 75 percent. The 
average size of laboratories with less than three 
collections is 12 total employees. On the other hand, 
the average size of laboratories with three or more 
slandaru evidence collections is 2 J total employees. 
The smaller the laboratory, therefore, the fewer the 
number of standard evidence collections. 

iVfany laboratories do not even have the evidence 

528 96 
192 15 
870 40 
985 9 

15 
28 
47 

53 
766 
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collections one might expect to be found routinely 
in most laboratories. Table 4 lists the six most com
mon mes as reported by potential eLlS user labora
tories. Three files, Drug and Narcotic Dosage Forms, 
Hairs and Fibers, and Firearms and Ammunition, 
were reported by more than half of the responding 
laboratories. 

There are some serious questions about the cur
rency of existing evidence collections. PMS interview 
teams attempted to obtain specific data relevant to 
the timeliness of the data in these files during visits 
to 17 laboratories. With the exception of information 
on the currency of automobile paint liles, this data 
was not kept by the majority of the laboratories vis
ited. The general, and almost unanimous, comments 
received from laboratory personnel, however, indi
cate that most evidence collection files are far from 
being current or complete. 

The overall conclusion, then, is that standard 
evidence collections are, on the whole, scarce, in
complete and often outdated. The problem of obtain
ing a standard sample which is not available in a 

laboratory's standard evidence collection often be
comes significant. The time factor is critical in two 
ways. First, the evidence analysis must be completed 
and the case returned to the contributor within a 
reasonable period of time. Second, the laboratory 
must often expend valuable analytical personnel re
sources to locate and obtain the sample desired. 

CLlS can respond to this problem by identifying 
the sources of standard samples to user laboratories. 

GENERAL OPERATING FUNCTIONS 
CLlS could provide two basic services to users 

which address this genenll information need area. 
First, as indicated in Volume 1, a list of appropriate 
sources could be provided user laboratories seeking 
reliable standard samples for the purpose of com
pleting nonroutine analyses. Requests would gener
ally be for individual samples on an as-needed basis. 
To establish and maintain adequate sample files in
house can be costly and time-consuming, particularly 
to the smaller laboratories. This cost is increased sig
nificantly on a total crime laboratory popUlation 
basis in relation to the number of times a particular 
sample nle is duplicated around the country. It is 
anticipated that most requests of this type would be 
nonroutine in nature. Second, in those instances 
where it is practical for individual laboratories to 
have complete, up-to-date sample files in-house, a 
list of these sources could also be provided by CLlS. 
Much discretion should be exercised in this area, 
however, to avoid unnecessary duplication. 

The primary objective of this CLlS component 
is to reduce the peripheral, nonanalytieal activities of 
technical personnel and allow the time saved to be 
redirected to pure analytical efforts. The service per
formed to accomplish this objective is very simple 
and di rect. 

As an example, established laboratories could 
query the system to determine sources of standard 
samples needed for analytical comparisons but not 
included in in-house evidence collections. This de
cision can be made as soon as the evidence in ques
tion has been assigned either to the appropriate sec
tion or analyst. Even if a particular source is known 
to a laboratory, it may still be productive to search 
the CLlS file. A laboratory may be aware of one or 
several possible sources, but probably not all possi
bilities. A search request may disclose a source (or 
sources) which (a) is closer to the laboratory and 
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would speed delivery, (b) is more specilk to the 
need at hand, (c) is of higher quality than the old 
resource used by the laboratory, (d) is less expensive 
than the source normally used, or (e) can be ac
quired in quantities which suit either current or pro
jected needs. Of course, if the laboratory has 10 

knowledge of any source, then ellS could provide a 
comprehensive listing of possibilities. 

New laboratories could be spared the tedious 
task of developing such resources by being provided 
the capability of identifying sources of standard 
samples as the need arises. 

Both new ane! established laboratories wishing to 
establish select in-house files could access CLlS for 
this information also. 

A consideration which will be Zliscussed in some 
detail later, is the need to ensure the data in the CLfS 
file represents a legitimate, reliable source which can 
deliver the proper sample within a reasonable period 
of time. This will be a continuous concern of system 
maintenance. 

With one exception the inputs and outputs of this 
system component arc similar to those described in 
the section dealing with analytical/identification sup
port. The exception is that instrumentation is not di
rectly involved and, therefore, would not be "online" 
for the purpose of satisfying this informational need 
area. 

A cathode-ray tube (CRT) terminal with a type
writer keyboard and visual display screen could ef
fectively be used. Through the keyboard an opera
tor/technician could access the system by following 
the query format displayed on the screen and record
ing the response returned by the system. The request 
might be for the location of a sample within a cer
tain geographic area, within a certain price range, 
and within a stated variance of specific sample speci
fications. A list of possibilities conforming to these 
parameters would then be displayed on the CRT. 

Inputs and outputs of this component could also 
be processed with a teletype terminal. Inputs would 
be entered by means of a keyboard, but outputs 
typed on paper at the user's terminal. 

Remote batch processing is an alternative which 
would require three pieces of peripheral equipment, 
and the requests for sources of samples would be so 
infrequent as to make "batching" (stockpiling re
quests and processing several at one time) an ineffi
cient procedure in light of the length of time it may 
take to accumulate requests. Input could be either 
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punched card or paper tape, and output would be 
co 111 puter printoll t. 

This component of eLIS could also be operated 
in an entirely manual mode. Individual requests 
could be sent by lIser laboratories through the mail to 
the central CLlS facility. The reply would also be 
returned by mail after being processed by the central 
facility. Input would be a standard data request form 
and output would be either a computer printout or 
a standard data reply form. 

The data elements of the standard sample source 
file could also be prepared in 8~/1xll looseleaf or 
3x5 eard formats, and a copy distributed to all user 
laboratories. The laboratories would then perform 
thell' own search exercises with in-house. hard-copy 
files. If the me is small enough (several hundred 
cntrics), this approach may be practical. However, if 
the file is substantial (several thousand entries), the 
search and maintenance responsibilities of user labo
ratories may be too great for efTective system usage. 
'f hc purpose of CLlS is to relieve laboratories of 
somc of their time and personnel burdens, not add 
to them. 

DATA BASE REQUIREMENTS 
Filc Contcnt. The eon tents of the file whieh 

would be of specific interest to the user could include 
the following: 

• Sample type 
• Sample name 
• Sample specifications 
• Quantity of sample available 
• Name of source 
• Address of source 
• Telephone number of source 
• Price estimate 
Filc Structlll'c. If this file is ultimately imple

mcnted as a manual operation, its structure would 
of necessity be sequential "'ith record entries in or
der according to the indcxing criteria established. It 
would probably be sequenced alphabetically by the 
name of standard samples. If it were an automated 
file, it could also be structured sequentially, but it is 
anticipated that the major files of CLlS will be 
structured to allow random access. In the interest of 
system continuity, therefore, this file would probably 
be made a random file also. 

Record Layout and Elcmcnt Coding Structurc. 

Elemcnt Namc 
Entry number 
Entry date 
Status 
Originator of entry 
Date of last update 
Originator of update 
Type of sample (Code) 
Specilic sample name 
Name of source 
Address of source 
Telephone number of source 
Availability time 
Estimated price of sample 
Date of last price update 
Quantity available 

Estimated record length: 196 bytes. 
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Numbcr of 
Charactcrs 

4 
5 
1 

16 
6 

16 
2 

48 
16 
48 
10 
4 
6 
6 
8 

Typc of 
Charactcrs 

AN 
N 
B 
A 
N 
A 
N 

AN 
AN 
AN 

N 
AN 
AN 

N 
AN 

Acccss Critcria and Indexing Methodology. In
dexing methodology could involve a two-level hier
archy: (1) the major file organization would be by 
type.of sample (wood, glass, paint, etc.); (2) within 
each major organization, clements would be identi
fied by the specific names of samples. 

The file could be accessed in several ways: 
• By general type only 
• By specific sample name 
• By source of sample 
Other definitive accessing parameters could be 

combined with the above in any combination: 
• Estimated time needed by source to process 

request 
• Geographic location 
• Currency of entry 
• Quantity available 
• Estimated price 

Multiple entries may be required when general 
types or specific samples are known by several 
names. A cross-reference table for synonyms could 
also be utilized. 

Estimatcd File Sizc and Growth Ratc. If, as an 
example, the initial data base attained sources of 
samples suggested in Figure 8, it would include ap
proximately 17,500 records. Since each record is 
estimated to include 196 bytes, the initial file require
ments would be for 3.4 million bytes. It is not un
reasonable to expect this file to increase by 150 per
cent over a two-year period - 100 percent at the 
end of the first year's operation and 50 percent at the 
end of the second year. This estimate is based upon 
the considerations discussed in the Initial Imple
mentation section for this application area. Storage 
requirements at that time would be for 8.5 million 
bytes. 

PROCESSING FUNCTIONS 
Data Encoding and Allocation Schcmcs: Estab

lishing a data base for this application area in. either 
an automated or manual mode would be relatively 
simple once .the data has been compiled for conver
siQn. The file data is 110t overly sophisticated in na
ture and consists primarily of names, addresses, 
dates and telephone numbers. Most data elements, 
therefore, could be entered "as is" directly into the 
file. In a computerized file this data would be pri
marily alphanumeri.e. The only data elements requir
ing encoding (computer, not user-generated) would 
be the entry number, dates and status, type of sam-
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pie, and geographic location. The encoding of these 
fields would facilitate certain of the proces~ing func
tions. Any data in the encoded fields wnult.l auto
matically be converted to English before bdng in
cluded in outputs to users. 

As mentioned earlier, it may be advantageous 
for the user to initially limit his seareh request to a 
certain geographic location. This parameter could he 
expanded depending upon the quality amI quantity 
of hits. A table of users in the program could allow 
the system to determine, by code, first the state in 
which the user is located, and second, the surround
ing states in the samc general geographic area within 
which possible sources should he identified. It would 
also be possible for the syste'l11s, using encoded data, 
to prioritize the source possibilities hy the average 
distance in miles between the state in which the user 
is located and the state in which the possible source 
is located. 

File Seal'ch and Match Tcchniqucs. The primary 
search consideration for this file would involve a 
match of the requested standard sample name with 
all those of the same general type in the file. In this 
case all possible sources of the sample would be 
returned to the user. The user could also have the 
flexibility of selectively reducing his "hit" list by ap
plying other conditions to the search request. For 
example: 

• Sources of animal hair 
• Located within a five-state area (specify) 
• Which can he obtained within three days 
• Whose fee will be less than $20.00 per sample 
As mentioned earlier, either a manual or auto-

mated system must provide synonym checks in the 
event the sample might be filed under a name differ
ent than that requested. 

Applicability of a Functional Language. The ae
Cc!ss modes and search techniques envisioned for this 
file and described earlier arc relatively basic and un
sophisticated. The demands upon users to retrieve 
data from this file, therefore, will not be complicated. 
The user will only be performing three basic func
tions: (1) requesting sources of samples, (2) con
tributing possible entries to the file, (3) notifying the 
system of information which is determined to be in 
error or out-of-date. These types of user interaction 
with the system would not require the development 
and use of a functional language. 

Concurrcncy of Opcration. This application area 
is not expel' ted to generate a high message volume 



or Llsage rate. Therefore, operational concurrcncy of 
processing functions in either an automated or man
ual system will not present user/technical problems 
or delays. [t will probably be a unique circumstance 
when eLlS mLlst queue inquiries to this Ji)e. Orcli
narily, a request could be entered, processed and the 
data returned before another request is received for 

eLls 

USER 
LAB 

EDIT 

entry to the file. This applicatiol' area combined with 
other components of eLlS in a total system, how
ever, will probably warrant the integration of con
currency considerations at the total system level. 

Figure 7 shows the processing functions for this 
application. 

ERRORS 

FILE SEARCH 
& UPDATE 

Figure 7 Information Flow - Sources of Standard Samples 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Estimated Usage Rates. Usage rates for this type 
of application area arc impossible to predict with 
any reasonable certainty. By reviewing historical case 
load and activity data, most laboratories can project 
the volume of future work by type. This is done with 
reasonable certainty from available data. Most labo
ratories, at best, can only guess at the number of 
limes sources of standard samples have been needed 
or will be needed. Records of this nature arc not 
routinely kept by laboratories. Occasions for this 
type of information will be both infrequent and un
predictable. Even if reasonably accurate rates could 
be developed, it is almost certain that the usage of 
this file would be too small to justify a "stand alone" 
system. This file must be an important, though small, 

component of the larger eLlS network in order to 
support its automation. 

Necessary Response Times. Many laboratories 
are currently using in-house records, usually kept on 
an informal basis, to locate possible sources of sam
ples needed for comparative analyses. These lists are 
certainly not comprehensive, and it may take a con
siderable amount of time to locate a source or 
sources which the laboratory had never used pre
viously. In the absence of immediately available 
knowledge, it is not unreasonable to expect a labora
tory to take [rom several hours to several days or 
more to locate a particular sample. Crime labora
tories cannot really afford to expend personnel re
sources [or this kind of activity. 

A manual system using the mail could probably 
provide a response to the user within 72 to 86 
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hours. A manual system using the telephone could 
probably reduce time to 24 to 48 hours. An auto
mated system, depending upon the priorities assigned 
to the transactions of this and other eLlS applica
tion areas, could provide a response within several 
minutes and certainly several hours at the most. This 
is considerably better than laboratories are able to 
do now. The point to remember, however, is that 
laboratories will be getting far more comprehensive 
and accurate data within this time frame than they 
could probably develop on their own. 

Required Usel' Interaction. User interaction with 
the system is not a requirement for this application 
area. The user will know his search options and can 
select the most appropriate one for his request. Re
sponses will generally satisfy the inquiry. If not, 
another search option can be selected and another 
inquiry made to the system. The search variations 
and file elen.ents arc not that sophisticated and 
should not require the user and system to "talk" to 
each other in order to get desired information. 

Anticipated Volume of Transmitted Data. A re
quest for information will consist primarily of the 
names of samples desired and require probably less 
than 50 bytes per message. The response would con
sist of the majority of the data in file for a particular 
source, or approximately 300 bytes per message. A 
75 percent overhead required to transmit various 
search options, user messages and messages frol11 
others would probably be required. 

MAINTAINABILITY 

Currency of Data. Formal maintenance proce
dures should be established in accordance with the 
size of the file and number of individual sources on 
file. At least once every six months data entries for 
each source should be verified and the file updated 
accordingly. On-going maintenance will be the re
sponsibility of users and will be performed routinely 
as errors are detected. 

Sources of Updates for Maintenance. The sources 
of samples should also be a primary source of up
dates. They will be requested periodically to verify 
file data and provide current information if neces
sary. During the course of their use of this file, users 
will probably be the first to discover the need for 
file updates; i.e., wrong addresses or telephone num
bers, change in sample specifications, price increases, 
samples no longer available, etc. Update information 
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obtained by the user should be forwarded to eLlS 
for maintenance processing. This process would also 
include the identification of new sources. The cur
rency of the fi.le will be in direct relation to the 
interest and conscientiousness of the users. 
Summary of Maintenance l)roeedures 

• Periodic verifi.cation of 1ile data 
• Addition of entries supplied by users 
• Verifkation of additions submitted by users 
• Detection, submission, verification and updat

ing of outdated information (generated by 
users) . 

INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION , 

An early task during this phase will be to final
ize anti deJ1ne in detail the files, system processing 
[unctions, and procedures to be Followed by users. 
Specific inquiry and response Formats, editing cri
teria, error designations and search operations will 
be ineluded. Following this, detailed programming 
and file allocation speeiJications can be prepared. 
Programs, systems and subsystems can then be com
pleted and tested against specifications and desired 
outputs. 

Developing the data base will probably be the 
single most important and difficult activity performed 
during initial implementation. The first problem will 
be to identify potential sources of -;inndard samples. 
The second problem will be to determine the quality 
of the sources and their willingness to cooperate in 
the provisions of this service through ellS. 

Several studies dealing with standard reference 
materials or standard reference files have been com
pleted recently. Perhaps the one most pertinent to 
tlle topic at hand is a survey conducted by the Harold 
L. Steinberg, Technical Analysi~ Division, National 
Bureau of Standards (NBS) for the Law Enforcement 
Standards Laboratory (LESL). The results of the 
study have been compiled in a draft document titled 
"Slandard Reference Collections of Forensic Science 
Materials: Sialus {[nd Needs." Mr. Robert Mills, 
LESL, and Mr. Steinberg, were most cooperative in 
providing a copy of this draft document for review 
and also taking time from their busy schedules to 
discuss their work in relation to eLlS. This report 
has not been corrected for final publication and pub
lic dissemination; however, permission has been 
given to quote from the draft with the understanding 
that some findings, conclusions and recommendations 
may be changed as a result of final updating. 

,.j 
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From interview and questionnaire data, NBS 
identified approximately 60 Forensic Science Ma
terials (FSM) having Standard Reference File poten
tial. Figure 8 shows the initial NBS list. Respondents 
were a~ked to select those FSM's which satisfied their 
basic needs, and the original list was refined as shown 
in Figure l). After further analysis, it was determined 
that 14 FSM's had significant potential for SRF de
velopment, and five FSM's required additional study. 
Both groups arc presented in Figure 10. 

ft would be reasonable to assume that the stan
dard samples represented in Figure 10 be the nucleus 
of the initial data base. Within a year of initial im
plementation, the data base could be expanded to 
include all the samples represented in Figure 9. With
in two years of initial implementation the data base 
could take on its final form by including samples in 
all the classes of FSM's represented in Figure 8. 
Sources of file data for initial implementation, there
fore, could include the follow.ing (fingerprints and 
I1rt':lrl11, l'xc1uded) identified in the NBS Study: 

FSM 

Drugs (ahused, 
controlled, toxic) 

Solid Dosage Drugs 

Alcohol 
I-fair (animal, feathers) 

Blood (human) 

Typewriting 

Fibers (plant) 

DEA 
USP 

SOUl'CC 

Pharm aceu ti cal 
(manufacturers) 

NCDC 
Manu factu rers (approxi-

mately 1,250) 

NBS 
McCrone Institute 
Zoos 
Veterinary schools 
Schools of taxidermy 
Furriers 
American Red Cross 
American Association of 

Blood Banks 
Hospitals 
USPS 
Zurich Police 

Department 
FBI 
New York Police 

Department 
New York Botanical 

Museum 
Harvard University 
U.S. Customs 
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Fibers (synthetic) 

Glass (auto) 

Paint (auto) 

Tire (tread, patterns) 

Explosives 

Paper Institute 
Test Fabrics, Inc. 
N.Y. Customs 

Laboratory 
McCrone Institute 
HOCRE, Great Britain 
Manufacturers 
HOCRE, Great Britain 
Man II factmers 

Wagner 
Westinghouse 
Guide Lamp 
General Elcctric 

Au tomobile 
manufaetu rers 

Paint manufacturers 
Smithers Scientifk 

Services 
Tire Guide (publication) 
Tread Design Guide 

(pu blication ) 
Parking Dimcnsion of 

Automobiles 
(publication) 

Man ufacturers (approxi
mately 25) 

ATF 

DEFERRED APPLICATION AREAS 

Compilation of Statistics to Determine 
Specimen Uniqueness 

A general design of this application area is be
yond the scope of this report. However, there are 
some ways in which CLIS would be responsive to 
the information handling needs and communication 
rcquirements that could be expected to evolve from 
such a general design. It is doubtful that such a de
sign could be implemented before CLlS is oper
ational. 

Assume that a general design would define the 
following functions: 

1. The selection of specific types of specimens. 
2. The definition of information - both tech

nical and demographic - for the purpose of 
categorizing aU required characteristics of 
each type of specimen. 

3. The definition of formal, data-gathering pro
cedures to include required geographic distri
bution of each specimen. 

-
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Figure 8 

List of FSM Classes Having SRF Potential 

# FSM CLASS OR FORM 

1. Poi sons 
2. Drugs, Abused 
3. Drugs, Toxic 
4. Pill Ballistics 
5. Tobacco Products 
6. Alcohol, - ic Beverages 
7. Lipsticks 
8. Hair Cream, Grease, Spray 
9. Perfume 
10. Cosmetics, Other 
11. Hair, Human 
12. Hair, Animal 
13. Blood, Human 
14. Blood, Animal 
15. Body Fluids, Human 
16. Prints (finger-, palm-, etc.) 
17. Wound Ballistics 
18. Paper, Writing 
19. Watermarks, Paper 
20. Pens, Markers, Inks 
21. Pencil s, Crayons 
22. Typeface, Typewriters 
23. Typewriter Ribbons 
24. Transfer Letters, Dry 
25. Voiceprints 
26. Glues, Adhesives 
27. Tape (black, "Scotch", etc.) 
28. String, Rope 
29. Knots 

# FSM CLASS OR FORM 

30. Wood (species), Bark 
31 . Soil s 
32. Wire, Cable 
33. Nails, Screws, Bolts 
34. Glass, Auto 
35. Glass, Non-Auto 
36. Leather, Shoe 
37. Shoe-, Sneaker-Prints 
38. Plastics, Synthetic Fibers, Cloths 
39. Natural Fibers, Cloths 
40. Laundry Marks (visible/invisible), 
41. Tire Tread Patterns 
42. Tire Tread Composition 
43. Auto Silhouette Patterns 
44. Paint, Auto 
45. Paint, Non-Auto 
46. Road Construction Materials 
47. Arrmunition 
48. Explosives 
49. Weapons, Firearms 
50. Bullet Ballistics 
51. Fire Accelerants 
52. Safe Construction Materials 
53. Known Criminal Characteristics 
54. Fraudulent Check, Handwriting 
55. Pipe, Tubing 
56. Shoe Pol ish 
570 Jewelry Markings 
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Figure 9 

FSM Classes for Further Consideration 

F9_~EH2IC SCIENCE MATERIAL CLA21 

1. Drugs (abused, toxicological) 
2. Solid Dosage Drugs 
3. Tobacco 
4. Alcohol 
5. Cosmetics 
6. Hair, Human 
7. Hair, Animal (and feathers) 
8. Blood, Human 
9. Blood, Animal .) 

10. Body Fluids, Human, Animal (excludlng blood 
11. Prints (finger-, palm-, etc.) 
12. Voice Prints 
13. Paper, Writing 
14. Watermarks (paper) 
15. Typewriters, Typewriting, Ribbons 
16. Writing Inks, Markers 
17. Dyes, Stains, Pi gments 
18. Fibers, Synthetic 
19. Fibers, Plant 
20. Woods, Barks 
21. Adhesives 
22. Soils 
23. Glass, General 
24. Glass, Auto (and plastic lenses) 
25. Paints, General 
26. Paints, Auto 
27. Shoe, Sneaker Prints 
2B. Tire Tread Patterns 
29. Tire Tread Composition 
30. Safe Insulation 
31. Explosives 
32. Firearms, Weapons 
33. Ammunition, Residues 
34. Accelerants 

Figure 10 

FSM Classes 
Recommended For 

Development 
Tire Tread Illustrations 
Solid Dosage Drugs 
Glass, Auto 
Fi rearms 
Blood, Human 
Alcohol 
Paints, Auto 
Drugs 
Typewriting 
Fibers, Synthetic 
Prints, Finger 
Explosives 
Hnir, Animal and Feathers 
Fibers, Plant 

FSM Classes 
Requiring 

Further Study 
Adhesives 
Body Fluids 
Prints, Voice 
Safe Insulation 
Tobacco 

4. The selection of laboratories or contractors 
(private or public) to perform the data gath
ering for each specimen. 

S. The~accumulation of specimen data in a cen-
tral repository. . 

6. The reduction and statistical representatlve 
of the data and its dissemination to criminal
islics laboratories. 

CLlS could respond to these requirements in a 
number of ways. Since it will have established tele
communications net that would connect all major 
laborntories. it would be eminently suitable for gath
ering data and disseminating reports. If necessary. 
temporary communication links could be set up be
tween CLlS and the data-gathering 5ites. ellS pro
cessor capability would provide input editing and 
formatting functions in order to maintain strict pro
cedural control in the data-gathering mode. 

As the data passed through edit checking. it 
would be accumulated on eLlS data storage media 
in separate nics. Compilation of statistical informa
tion could be accomplished on eLlS processors as 
low priority background work or in nonpri.me time. 

Thus. since CLIS would already be servll1g many 
of the needs of the forensic laboratories. it is appro
priate thar a service which enable laboratories to 
determine specimen uniqueness be implemented on 
an operational system. 

COMPUTATION CAPABILITY AND 
EXPLOSIVE TAGGING 

The two potential application areas which were 
assigned the lowest priorities by laborato.ries re
sponding to the information form are not bell1g con
sidered during the conceptual design state. Depend
ing upon the results of studies cu:rently undef\~ay, 
one of these areas, explosive taggll1g, may pOSSIbly 
be considered for inclusion in eLlS at some later 
date. The other area, providing users access to com
putational and statistical routines, does not appear 
to hold promise as a CLlS application area. Compu
tation capability had an average priority ranking of 
6.30 on a 1-10 scale, and explosive tagging had an 
average priority of 6.91. Sixty-three percent of the 
respondents assigned a priority of over "5" .to com
putation capability and four percent assIgned a 
priority of over "5" to explosive. taggin~. Thirty ~er
cent of lhe responding laboratones assIgned a pnor
ity of f:ither "9" or "10" to both of these areas. 
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CHAPTER 4. SUMMARY OF SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

This chapter summarizes the requirements of the 
application areas that have been previously dcf"lned. 
The general designs devcloped in Chapter 3 are in
tended to portray an overview of the funclional op
eration and system re~ource requirements that would 
be necessary to implement each application area. 
However, to be eITective and responsive to the labo
ratory community. all of these areas should be inte
grated into a singlc CLIS system. under a central 
organization, which would exercise management con
trol of day-to-day operations. 

Table S summarizes the estimated demands that 
each applicalion area would make of system re
sources. 1t is readily apparent lhat the number one 
priority area. analytical lID support. requires far 
more system resources than the other application 
areas combi ned. J uSlification for i III plemen tation of 
eLlS will rest heavily upon the justification of this 
one particular area. 

DATA STORAGE 

The implementation of online data Illes [or mass 
spectropholoJl1eters will require a considerable 
amount of data storage. Prior to the implementation 
of this file, the data storage requirements will be 
quite minimal. The total requirement of 400 million 
characters is well within the scope of present equip
ment, and depending upon hardwilJ'e specil1cations, 
would require only four or five online direct access 
spindles. The estimated growth rate indicates that 
there will be a SO percent increase in data storage 
requirements in the Ilrst five years. Estimates beyond 
this time span would be purely conjectural. as the 
advance of technology will continue to impact the 
methodology and analytic techniques or forensic 
laboratories. possibly producing a substantial change 
in the laboratory environment and instrumentation. 

Table 5 System ReqUirements By Application Area 

Data storage 
in Characters 

APPLICATION AREA 
Growth Initial Per Year 

Small 
IR Fil e 

Analytical/lD All Known 
Support Data Bases 

All Data 
Except loiS 

Rifling Specifications 

Bibl iography and Abstracts 

Sources of Standard Samples 

Sources of Specialized 
Knowledge 

Sources of Specialized 
Reagents 

Summa ti on 

* Ten-fold usage increase after 
implementation 

4.0 fl 60.0 K 

385.0 M 50.0 101 

31.0 101 2.6 101 

2.3 101 123.0 K 

9.0 101 1.8101 

3.4 101 2.0 fl 
Avg. 2 yrs. 

1.6 101 ----

100.0 K 5.0 K 

401.4 101 53.9 M 

--~-.---------~-'-- --.. ~---.~-.-
COlTlTlunications* Fi 1 e Maintenance 
Characters/Day Record Updates 

1.4/01 

Annually and as 5.4 M available 

2.7 101 

400.0 K Weekly 

600.0 K Bi -weekly or as 
Citations are 
Developed 

3.5 K Semi -annua 1 , 
As available 

12.0 K Minimal 

500 As available 

6.4 101 
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Processing 
Capabilities 

~----~.----

On-Li ne Fil es 
Interactive Acc 

Extensive File 
Searching and 
lola tching 

--
Interactive Acc -
Language Interp 
On-line Tutoria 

ess 

ess 

reter 
1 

\---------
Inquiry/Respons e 
""*"--.-~ 

I nqui ry /Respons e 

I nqui ry /Respons e ___ ~'_~~_o--~ 

N=Mill ion 
K=Thousand 



COMMUNICATIONS 
The e~tif1lates made for character tmmc were 

generally based upon daily usage. To break these 
ligure~ down to an hourly rate would depend large,ly 
upon laboratory working hours and system avail
ability. A~slll11ing a worst case of 6.4 million charac
ters per eight-hour day, the hit rate requirement of 
any central node or the communications net would 
average approximately 2,000 baud. This is fully with
in thl' range or present-day technology~ however. this 
is an average ligure and peak loading could easily 
incr'~ase this requirement by an order of magni tude. 
but ~till within the capabilities or the technology. 

Equally important will be the structure of ells 
and the organil'atiol1 or the communications net. It 
llIust effectively connect each user laboratory to the 
!-.vstelll and be configured to provide high capacity 
liata paths were the volume \varrants. Each labora
torv must have easy access to ells without having 
to ~Ise elaborate pa;sword scht!mes or other sophisti
cated eoml1lunications protocol. 

FILE MAINTENANCE 
Application liles may be modi1ied for a number 

0(' reasons: addition or new data. modilication of 
data to correct errors ami deletion of data which has 
met specil1etl purge criteria. Depending upon the 
tj pes of !iil' mll11agement systems used. maintenance 
may have to be performed periodically to prevent 

overuse of lile overllow areas and the subsequent in
crease in tHe search time. Should the ('LIS configura
tion be orguni7ed around a central processor com
plex. Iile ~Htintenanee must be carefully scheduled 
so as to maximize system up-time. ElTors in [lie data 
should be corrected on a daily basis. while full Jile 
updates scheduled as required on a periodic or "as 
the data accumulates" basis. 

PROCESSING CAPABILITY 
Processing functions will largely be the responsi

bility of the real-time teleprocessing l11onitor( s) and 
its subordinate application processors (coillputer 
programs). I t is apparent that a single application 
pro;essor could be used for the three "inquiry/re
sponse" applications while specialized applir'ations 
processors would be required for the bibliography, 
rining and analytical support applications. The rining 
application processor would be relatively simple. and 
the bibliographic processor could be generated by 
slight modiflcations to currently available systems. 
TI;e processing functions of the analytical processor 
\vill require a substantial errort to develop and illl
plement on a nationwide, all-encompassing basis. 

All data input will be edited as much as possible 
prior to being passed to an application processor so 
as to maxi mize conclI L'l'ency of si Illul taneous opera
tions. It will be the responsibility of the teleproces
sing monitor( s) to emciently schedule operations to 
be performed and allocate system resources. 

Figure 11 shows the processing functions of 
eLIS. 

Figure 11 Criminalistics Laboratory Information System (CLlS) 
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CLiS OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
_FUNCTIONS 

I n order to present as general as possible an over
view, this diseussiof1 of system operation somewhat 
anticipates future investigation of system design and 
stafling. Most of the discussion is applicable to either 
a manual or a computerized system; the philosophies 
expressed arc thought to be applicable whether the 
eventual solution is a centralized cOinputer (or com
puters) that communicates with its users via termi
nals~ a computer center that communicates with its 
users by mail. or no computer at all. 

It docs seem that a nOllcomputerized eLls 
would be adding little to already available facilities 
in certain application areas. For example, commer
cial computerized systems exist for the identilication 
of unknown spectra of the major tYpi:!s. The advan
tage ellS could bring to this area would be that 
of supporting several analytical techniques in a co
gent, "single-source" manner. Analytical support 
comprises a sort of "worst case" component of the 
eLls applications because satisfactorily meeting the 
requirement involves more sophisticated system func
tions such as the following: 

• The ability to provide simultaneous access for 
multiple users 

• Online files 
• Random-access Jiles 

However, given that this level of sophistication 
must be supported, it becomes possible to "piggy
back" other applications. An information system for 
sources of standard samples and specialized reagents 
and expertise could be given the same degree of 
accessibility even though the necessary facilities 
could not be justified for these applications. 

The eventual justification for eLls should center 
around its potential benelits to users rather than the 
number of times the system is used (l,;age rates) 
each day, week or month. If CLlS is implemented 
tn include the application areas discussed in this 
report, it will provide some services to (and increase 
the capabilities of) laboratories which arc not cur
rently available. Some of the functions can be done 
manually by laboratories now, but they consume an 
inordinate amount of personncl resources; i.e., lo
cating sources of samples, researching literature for 
spccilic topics, identifying an unknown spectra. Time 
savings to user labol"". . personnel then become a 
significant justification for CLlS. 
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1.' Basic Concepts and Functions 
l~(',\'fJ(}ll,\'ihility. Systems such as eLlS will not 

run themselves. Decision-making responsibility may 
reside in lhe user eoml1lullity at large or in a centlal 
authority. As will be pointed out presently. it \vould 
seem that both should play a part. 

Data Base. Two kinds are involved. There arc 
existing data bases, such a~ the ASTM spectral liles, 
dnd there will be user-supplied information, such as 
in-house spectral files. Data in some application 
areas (e.g .• sources of specialized expertise) may be 
available only from the users. 

Updates. Similarly. updates may be in the form 
of standard updates to standard tiles. or they may be 
user-initiated~ for example. the contribution of a new 
standard spectrum or the correctiCln of the address 
of a reagent supplicr that has been noted to be in 
error. There will be beneral and interapplication 
functions -- elerical in any case. and development 
and maintenance programming in a computerized 
system - \vhich would need to be handled by a Cl'n
tralized authority. This authority could be in the 
form of a eLlS stall or of contract or consultant 
services. 

2, Design and Organization Philosophies 
The Philosoph.>' of (/ l}.<:cr-f)riv('/, Systelll. A ~ys

tem could be designed that would be useful to the 
working criminalist in that it would provide him. on 
request. with information not available to him in his 
own laboratory. However. in such a system his par
ticipation. in terms of contributing to, correcting, or 
brmvsing among the data bases. \vould be severely 
limited or highly formalized. Such a system might 
be "interactive" but still not be truly reactive. It un
doubtedly would be more satisfactory to him if he 
had some measure of control over the illformation 
he utilized. 

Because of such considerations, convenient and 
informal user access for contrib\ltion and correction 
is recommended. User control is especially pertinent 
in the case of in-house analytical suport t1les added 
to the shared data base. Even though they are part 
of a central Hie, a user would understandably want to 
retain the option of having his own file, then. should 
be less formal than for correcting the standard data 
base or the t1les contributed by other laboratories. 

The Philosophy of [/ Celllral Overseer. This 
philosophy docs not need to conl1ict with the pre
vious one. Even in a user-driven system wme author-



ity needs to have the final responsibility for the in
tegrity of the data base in each application area. The 
overseer eould be part of the central CLlS staff (if 
there are any), or the function could be distributed 
among the member laboratories. The overseer could 
be an individual or a committee, perhaps depending 
on the importance and complexity of the application. 
(H the authority is decentralized, there must still be 
responsibility lodged at the cLis data base site to 
coordinate the interaction of all the files and to en
sure that file transactions stipulated by the overseer 
were acted upon.) 

The overseeing individual's or committee's duties 
might include the following: 

II Decisions as to what standard files to include 
in the data base 

• Advice on the nature of and improvements to 
search algorithms aor.! strategies 

• Knowledge of sources ane! the acquisition of 
updates to th(; ::~~.:-:~!~"ll [Jies 
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• Notification to the central facility of erroneous 
or duplicate entries to be corrected or re
moved, and following up the notifications to 
make certain the required actions were taken 

• Decisions to remove little-used information 
should file space be at a premium 

• Supervision of the contribution of in-house 
files from members laboratories; the overseers 
should review the content of these files and 
make recommendations as appropriate 

• Establishment of protocol for interaction with 
member contributors; this would include pro
cedures for the updates which ,vould arrive as 
batches, individual entries, or corrections to 
existing i"ntries. 

To assist the overseers, the system, whether man
ual or computerized, should generate an entry in a 
periodically distrjhuted document for each applica
tion area for every transaction modifying that area's 
file. 

;p 

CHAPTER 5. DEVELOP DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 

As can be seen from the intricacy and variety of 
its component application areas, CLIS will be a 
complex systcm. lts users will be separated not only 
by geography, but Cll~o by size, work load and in 
some by functionai responsibility. The system must 
be responsive over a wide range of system usage and 
heterogeneous processing and data storage require
ments. 

Any CLTS system that may be implemented to 
mect the criminalistic laboratory information require
ments that havc bee" identified will take the form of 
a largc-scale data base storage and retrieval system. 
It might bc described as a "Laboratory Technical In
formation System" (as opposed to a laboratory man
agement information system, which would address 
such tasks as evidence chain reporting and case load
ing for management control). The next few para
graphs will describe several CLlS alternatives from 
the macro system level. At this level five major func
tions that pertain to CLlS have been identified: the 
user popUlation, the communications net, the proces
sor function, the data storage function and the file 
maintenance function. 

The lise I' population includes all the laboratories 
and individual criminalists to who111 CLIS might ren
der some service. 

Data Storage is taken to mean the sum of the 
datu bases for aTl CLlS applications and any hard
ware req uired to store them. 

File maintenance' is the updating of a data stor
age to maintain file accuracy and data currency. This 
includes any control mechanisms (user committees, 
CLlS staff, referee labs, etc.) established to ensure 
the constant integrity of central file data. 

Processor fllnction is the ccntral computer or 
compu ters and the program ming necessary to give 
the user popUlation access to the data storage. Al
though indicated as separate functions, the processor 
and data storage devices should be included in a 
single complex due to the high rate and volume of in
formation transfer between them. 

The communications network which ties the 
other functions together requires a set of communi
cation lines dedicated to the purpose of moving data 
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between centralized processors and remotc sites. A 
communications network could be specially assem
bled for CLlS; CLlS could utilize an existing govern
ment network such as the National Crime Informa
tion Center (NCIC) or the National Law Enforce
ment Telecommunications System (NLETS); or it 
could USe a commercial system, such as the General 
Electric Mark III Computer Service {)l' TYMNET. 

The following symbolisn; is US9d in depicting the 
various alternatives of CLlS: 

U :== User Laboratory 
NET = Communications Network ancI Control 

P :::.- Processor 
DS == Data Storage 
M = File Maintenance 

= Communications Connection 

User Independent eLlS 

P -(0 

This configuration provides each user with a 
complete processing and data storage capability. 
There is no direct communication with a central sys
tem nor other laboratories. 

A dvan tages 
User Selectivity. The user will not only usc 
those application areas which are most im
portant to his operations. 
Lack of a complex communications net and 
its associated costs. 
User Control. Many computer users prefer 
not to be dependent upon a system controlled 
by an external agency. 

Disadvantages 
File maint':!nance would be extremely diffi
cult. DistriDution of updates would be made 
by mail and no means to force the user to 
use the most current data. 
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Lack of central control. 
Complete redundancy of data storage. 
The costs of duplicated hardware, software, 
and data bases. 

Centralized CLIS 

This is perhaps the simplest of CLlS configura
tions. All users would interrace their terminals direct
ly with a single-processor complex. This configuration 
also provides the greatest degree 01' centralized 
control. 

A tivoli/ages 
-~- Simplificd system structure 
.-- Centralized control. 
-- File maintenance can be easily coordimlted. 

[) i.\'Cull 'WI tages 
Each application area may not be optimally 
configured for its specialized requirements. 
Users might compete for system resources 
during peak usage periods and may exper
ience some delay in response time. 

Distl'ibllied 1)l'ocessor CLlS 

In this configuration all llsers have access to a 
common communications net and selective access 
to a processor complex depending upon the applica-
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tion area they are currently using. 

Advantages 
Application areas are optimally placed in 
computer complexes according to their spe
cifk processor and data storage requirements. 
File maintenance is accomplished for each 
application area at its own location. 
File maintenance is done by persons who 
may have greater expertise in the specific 
application. 

Disadvantages 
Lack of direct central control. 

- Demands a high degree of coordination be
tween processor complexes. 
Communications network must be more so
phisticated to interface users to several dif
ferent processor complexes. 

Distributed Communication CLIS 

This system configuration provides for a com
munication network for each application area or 
groups of application areas. It also provides for dis
tributed processing functions. Each user would have 
one or more terminals to connect to the selected 
application area. 

Advantages 
Application areas are optimally placed in 
computer complexes according to their spe
cific processor and data storage requirements. 

- Applicatiqn areas operate independently. 

Disadvantages 
- Redundancy of communication networks IS 

difficult to justify. 
- Increased cost of communications. 

Lack of direct central control. 
User interface with eLlS may be more 
complex. 

p 

.... 

Hierarchical CLlS 

~ (u 

~ ~ p os 

~----~~--~~~~---------

In this configuration certain high volume or spe
cialized users will have dedicated local processor and 
data storage capability (using minicomputers) with 
mUltiple terminals, Other users will still be able to 
access the ellS files using normal terminal opera
tions. The communications network would become 
the central control point of the system. 

Advantages 
Extremely flexible. 
Local processors can handle specialized data 
which may not be on the CLIS and are pe
culiar to each laboratory. 
Application areas are still optimally placed 
in compu ter complexes according to their 
specific processor and data storage require
ments. 
Provides a multiple terminal capability for 
high-volume users. 
File maintenance is done by persons who 
may have greater expertise in specific appli
cations. 
Potential use of handling automated data ac
quisition and reduction directly from instru
mentation. 

. Disadvantages 
Increased complexity of local processor/ 
main processor communication links. 
Potential increased cost of local processors 
and data storage. 
Provisions must be made for local system/ 
programming support. 
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Centralized Hierarchical CLIS 

~ _______ ~G 
This configuration is similar to the hierarchical 

CLIS, but it combines the advantages of a central 
processor complex with those of local processing 
capability. 

Advantages 
- Flexibility. 

Centralized control. 
Easy coordination of file maintenance. 
Local processors can handle specialized, 11011-

CLlS data peculiar to each laboratory. 
Multiple terminal capability for high-volume 
users. 
Potential of acquiring/reducing data directly 
from instruments. 

Disadvantages 
Configuration may not be optimal for the 
specialized requirements of some application 
areas. 
Possible peak-period competition for system 
resources, resulting in response delays. 
Increased complexity of local processor / 
main processor communication links. 
Potential increased cost of local processors 
and data storage. 
Local systems and programming support 
must be provided. 

Perhaps the most attractive of these alternatives 
is the hierarchical configuration, This would provide 
local processor and data storage capability for niose 
types of analytical data that are peculiar to individual. 
laboratories. It will also provide multiple terminal 
expansion within a laboratory. A viable alternative 
to the distributive processor function would be a 
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central processor and data storage which would pro-
vide a greater degree of central control. . 

Selection of a speciftc eLlS conftguratlon can
not be made until all significant costing of major 
components has been accomplished. In Volume. 3 
cost parameters will be developed for each ma)or 

functional component of the system. The.se cost pa
rameters in combination with selected desIgn alte~'na
tives will form the basis for a cost-compar:son 
analysis. The conceptual design can then be .finalIzed 
using the alternative designs and appropnate cost 

data. 
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APPENDIX A 

LIST OF RESPONDENTS TO ells 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

Questionnaire 
log-in number 

ALABAMA 
A labama Department oj Toxicology and 
Criminal Investigation, A ublJrn 85 

(anc1151 ) 
Alabama Department of Toxicology and 
Criminal Investigation, Huntsville 9 

ALASKA 
Alaska State Crime Laboratory, 
Anchorage 146 

ARIZONA 
Crime Laboratory, Arizona. Department 
of Public Safety, Phoenix 55 

Crime Detection Laboratory, Phoenix 
Police Department 32 

Maricopa County Medical Examiners 
Laboratory, Phoenix 110 

City-County Crime Laboratory, Police 
Department, Tucson 14 

CALIFORNIA 
Los Angeles Police Crilninalistics 
Laboratory 16'1 

Crime Laboratory, Kern County 
Sheriff's Office, Bakersfield 4 

San Francisco Police Crime Laboratory 170 

El Cajon Police Laboratory 132 

Fresno County Sheriff's Laboratory, 
Fresno 53 
Scientific Investigation Bureau, 
Huntington Beach Police Department 75 

Criminalistics Laboratory, Los Angeles 
COllnty Sheriff's Department, Los Angeles 30 

South Bay Criminalistics Laboratory, Los 
Angeles County Sh.eriff's Department, 
Hermosa Beach 87 

Laboratory of the Chiej Medical Examiner, 
COlIllty oj Los Angeles 16 

Contra Costa COllnty Sheriff's Criminal-
istics Laboratory, Martinez 69 
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Questionnaire 
log-in number 

San Rafael Satellite Laboratory 138 
West Covina Satelli e Laboratory, 
West Covina, California 143 
Riverside Regional Laboratory 147 

Fresno Regional Labqratory, Department 
of Justice 155 

Ventura County Sheriff's Criminalisties 
Laboratory 172 

Crilninalisties Section, Oakland Police 
Department 46 

Institute of Forensic Sciences, Oakland 104 
Laboratory Section, Alameda COllnty 
Sheriff's Department, Pleasanton 131 

Laboratory of Criminalistics, San Mateo 
County, Redwood City 60 

Sacramento COllllty Crime Laboratory, 
Sacramento 45 

Drug Analysis Laboratory, California 
Department of .Il1stice, Orange County 133 

Salinas Regional Laboratory, California 
Department of Justice 126 

San Luis Obispo Satellite Laboratory, " 
California De part men t of .I ustiee 134 
Santa Barbara Regional Laboratory, 
California Department of Justice J25 
Stockton Criminalistics Laboratory, 
California Department of .Iustice 127 
Crimilwlistics Laboratory, San 
Bernardino County Sheriff's Department, 
San Bernardino 64 
San Diego County Sheriff's [)epclrtlllent 
Crime Lc;bol'Cltory, San Diego 100 
Western Regional Laboratory, Drug 
Enforcement Administration, 
San Francisco 54 
Laboratory of Criminalistics, County of 
Santa Clara, San Jo.se 35 
Orange COlmty Sheriff's Regional 
Criminalistics Laboratory, Santa Ana 77 



COLORADO 
Dellver Police Laboratories 
Colorado Hf/reall of IllvestigCltion 
Laboratory, Denver 

CONNECTICUT 
Toxicology Sectioll, State Department 
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24 

of Health Laboratories, Hartford 21 
Hartford Police Criminalistics 
Laboratory 165 

DELAW!~RE 

State Laboratory, Dover 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
U,S. Postal Inspection Sen'ice, 
Crimillalistic.l· Lahora{ory, Eastem 

13 

Region 175 
Identification Hranch, U.;~. Secret Ser\'ice 135 
Lal\' Enforcement Stlldies Laboratory, 
Natiollal Hli/'eClll of Stalldard,I', NOT A 
CRIMINALISTICS LABORATORY 
_ NO DATA 2 
Alcohol, To/wcco & Firearms Natiollal 
Laboratory Cel/ter, Int('/'I1(il Re\'elllle 
Sen 'ice 68 
Toxicology, Divisioll of Biochemistry, 
Wa/ter Reed Army [Ilstitllte of Research 59 
FHI Laboratory 41 
/II/id-A tlantie Regiollal Laboratory, Drllg 
Ellforcem('l/t Administratioll 84 
Armed Forces Institllte of Pathology 139 

FLORIDA 
Illdian River Regional Crime Laboratory, 
Fort Pierce, Florida 14J 
BroH'ard COlillty Crime Laboratory, 
Fort Lw{(lerdaie 3 
SOlltheast Regiollal Laboratory, Drllg 
Enforcement A dlllinistration, Miami 88 
Dade COllnty Public Safety Department 
tl'fiailli 168 
West Florida Crillle LaboJ'CItory, 
Pensacola 40 
Crime' Laboratory, Florida Department 
of Lal\' Ellforcemellt, Tallahassee 72 
1'am/)(I Regiollal Laboratory, State 
Divisioll of Health, Tampa 26 
Paim Beach County Crime Laboratory, 
West Palm Beach 33 

GEO'R.GlA 
Georgia Crime Laboratory, Atlanta 74 

HAWAII 
Honollilu Police Department 136 

IDAHO 
DESC Forensic Laboratory, Boise 164 

ILLINOIS 

54 

University of Illinois Department of 
Criminal Justice, Chicago - NOT A 
WORKING CRIME LABORATOKY 
_ QUESTIONNAIRE INCOMPLETE 124 
North Central Regional Laboratory, 
Drug Enforcement Administration, 
Chicago 57 
Northern Illinois Police Crime 
Labo/atory, Highland Park 50 
Blireau of Identification, Joliet 47 
Bureau of Identification, DeSoto 114 
Bureau of Identification, Fairview 
Heights 117 
BlIJ'(!CIII of Identification, Rockford 12 
Bureau of Identification, Rock Island 61 
Blireau of Identification, Pekin 58 
Blireau of Identification, Springfield 44 
DuPage County Crime Laboratory, 
Wheaton 113 

INDIANA 
Bloomington Forensic Technical Center 144 
Fort Wayne Police Laboratory 137 

IOWA 
Criminalistics Laboratory, Iowa Bureau 
of Criminal Investigation, Des M oi;{es 73 

KANSAS 
Johnson COllnty Criminalistics 
Laboratory, Mission 123 
Kansas Bureau of Investigation, Topeka 118 

(and 152) 
Wichita Police Department Forensic 
Laboratory 96 

KENTUCKY 
Laboratory Unit, Kentucky State Police, 
Frankfort 102 

(and 153) 

LOUISIANA 
A cadiana C'ilninalistics Laboratory, 
New Iberia 7 

MAINE 
Maine State Pollee Crime Laboratory, 

Augusta 37 

MARYLAND 

Laboratory Division, Baltimore Police 
Department 119 
Maryland State Police Crime Laboratory 109 

MICHIGAN 

Crime Laboratory Section, Detroit 
Police Department 48 
Holland Regional Crime Detection 
Laboratory 163 
Michigan State Police Scientific 
Laboratory, East Lansing 80 
Warren Regional Crillle Laboratory, 
Plymouth 148 
Michigan State Police Scientific 
Laboratory, Plymouth 56 
Department of Public Health, Division of 
Crime Detection, Lansing 166 

MINNESOTA 

Laboratory, Bureau of Criminal 
Apprehension, St. Paul 81 

MISSOURI 

LEA C Regional Crimillalistics 
Laboratory, Cape Girardeau 157 
St. Louis County Police Laboratory, 
Clayton 38 
Regional Criminalistics Laboratory, 
Independence 18 
Regional Criminalistics Laboratory, 
Joplin 94 
Regional Criminalistics Laboratory, 
Springfield 17 
Laboratory Division, St. Louis Police 
Department 36 

MONTANA 
CriminaL Investigation Laboratory, 
Helena 156 

NEBRASKA 

Omaha Police Division Crime 
Laboratory 158 
Nebraska State Patrol Criminalistics 
Laboratory 169 

NEVADA 

Nevada State Narcotics Laboratory, 
Reno 97 

NEW JERSEY 

Analytical Laboratory, Cape May COllnty 
Prosecutor's Oflice, Cape May 52 
North Regional Laboratory, Nell' Jersey 
State Police, Little Falls 83 
Police Laboratory, Newark 39 

NEW MEXICO 

Albuquerque Police Laboratory 95 
(and 128) 

Crime Laboratory Division, New lvlexico 
State Police, Santa Fe 62 

NEW YORK 

New York State Police Scientific 
Laboratory, Albany 70 
Sliffolk County Police Laboratary, 
Hauppallge 23 
Scientific Investigation Bureau, Nassau 
County Police Departmellt, Mineola 19 
Toxicological Laboratories, New York 
City Medical Examiner 92 
Crime Laboratory Section, Nell' York 
Police Departmem, Nell' York 86 
Northeast Regional Laboratory, Drug 
Enforcement Administratioll, New York 63 
Department of Police, City of Niagra 
Falls DO NOT HAVE A 
LABORATORY - NO DATA 6 
Yonkers Police Department Forensic 
Laboratory 42 
Monroe COllnty Public Safety 
Laboratory, Rochester 149 
Syracuse Police Laboratory 150 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Charlotte Crime Laboratory 

NORTH DAKOTA 

Crime Laboratory Division, State 
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Laboratories Department, Bismark 103 

OHIO 
Toledo Police Crillle Laboratory 159 
Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms Field 
Laboratory, Illtcmal Revenue Service, 
Cincinnati J 5 
Hamiltoll COlillty Coroller's Laboratory, 
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Cincinnati 129 
Trace Evidence De/)artment, Cuyahoga 
County Coroller's Laboratories, 
Cleveland 10 
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Police Crillle Lahoratory, Columbus 5 
Miami Valley ReRional Crime Laboratory, 
/)ayton 34 
Cleveland Police De/)(Irtlllent, Forensic 142 
Central Lalwratory, Bureau oj Criminal 
Identification & IllI'estiRation, Londo;l 112 
City of YOUIlRs/(}\i'n Crime Laboratory 116 

OKLAHOMA 
Okiahollla Cil.v Police Departlllent 154 
Tulsa A rea Crime Laboratory 101 
Okiahollla State Bureau of IllvestiRation, 
Okiahollla City 171 

OREGON 
Crillle /)etection Laboratory, Department 
of State Po/ice, Portland 108 
Cri/lle [)etection Laboratory, l)e{Jart,'llpn( 
of State Police, Eug:"l/' 106 
Crime Detection Lai'"rotory, Dep::lrtl1idlt 
of State Police, Medford lor; 
Crime neteetion La/J(}l'lItory, !Jeri'rlll/ent 
of State Police, PendlciOn 11, l'j7 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Laboratory Division, Pennsylvania State 
Police, Harrisburg 22 
Bucks COl/nty Crime Laboratory, 
Levitto\\'n 170 
Regional Crime Laboratory, Pennsylvania 
State Police, Bethlehem 
Regional Crillle Laboratory, Pennsyll'Cl/lia 
State Police, GreensburR 29 
['hi/culelphia Police Laboratory 98 
Pittsburgh & A /leRheny County Crime 
Lahoratory, Pittsburgh 49 

PUERTO RICO 
Crime Laboratory, Puerto Rico Police 
Ponce. REFFERED US TO MAIN 
LABORATORY IN HATO REY-
NO DATA 28 
Crime Laboratory, Puerto Rico Police, 
Sail Juan 161 
Toxicology Laboratory, Institllte of Legal 
Medicine, University oj Puerto Rico, 
Rio Piedras 31 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
SOllth Dakota Dil'isicm of Crilllinal 
Investigation 130 

TENNESSEE 
Nashville Toxicology Lahora"'ry 71 
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TEXAS 
Crime Laboratory, Texa.1 Dep(.'(lJle;1t 
of Public Safety, Austin 51 
Texas Departillent of Public Safety, 
(East Texas) Tyler 145 
Cheillical Laboratory, Texas Department 
0/ Public Safety, /)allas 25 
Crilllinalistics Laboratory, Texas 
Department of Puhlic Sa/eiv, Lubbock 43 
Field Laboratory, Texas De/n/I'iment of 
Pub!!c Safety, Waco 15 
Labora/('.'. ,'ity oj L"elllll.'Wllt 
/)I'!)(/I.I"· ,/I of lJealth 99 
Soulh Central Regionai l,a[,vI,lIor)" Drug 
Enforcement A d/l /listration, ')a/las 78, 111 
SIJ'il/zW('stt'rtl In,l/{lite of Forensic 
S. ,I'IICe, J~lilas I·b 

Crilllinalis/ic L.!,',\JIlJry, Police 
Department, Ft. Worth 120 
Hu,lston Police Laborutory 27 
Texas Departillent of Public Safety 
LolJ(;ratory, HI Paso 173 
taboratory Bureau, Sail Antunio Police' 
Departl';1'111 1::: 

UTAH 
Crehe Counly Sheriff's Office 
;"a/Jor,ltory, Logw/ 174 
Bureall of Laboratories Utah Division oj 
Health, Salt Lake City 65 
Davis COl/nty Sheriff's Office 140 

VIRGINIA 
Special Testing & Research Lahoratory, 
Drug Enforceillent Adillinistration, 
McLean 82 

WASHINGTON 
Joint Crill/e Laboratory, Tacoilla/ Pierce 
County 162 
Laborator,v Division, Seattle Police 
Department 90 
King County Crime Lahoratory, Seal/Ie 91 
Eastern Washington Regional Crime 
Laboratory, Spokane 89 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Criminal Identification Bureau, West 
Virginia State Police, South Charleston 8 

WISCONSIN 
State of Wisconsin Crillle Laboratory 160 
Bureal! of Laboratories, Milwaukee 
Health Department 122 

WYOMING 
State Dil'ision of Laboratories, Laramie 79 

APPENDlX B 

CLASSES OF EVIDENCE EXAMINED BY CRIMINALISTICS 
INSTRUMENTS LABORATORY 

(Compiled from response to question 6 (chart 
1) of the CLlS Information Form) 

X-nay Dift'raction. X-ray diffraction is used for 
thc identification of crystalline sl.lbstances. CLlS 
questionnaire respondents reported its usc for drugs 
(abused, toxic, and other pharmaceu ticals) and safe 
insulation. 

GCjMS. Responses indicated its use in the identi
fication of drugs. poisons, and trace substances. 

Emission Spectroscopy and Atomic Absorption. 
Used for the examination of explosive traces. 

IR. Infrared spectroscopy is used in the analysis 
of almost all classes of evidence, sLlch as drugs and 
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poisons, explosives, paints and pyrolosates. fibers. 
waxes and fats. petroleum products and lubricants. 
plasticizers anel solvents. plastics (monomers, poly
mers, resins), and agricultural chemicals. 

GC. Gas chromotography is a separation tech
nique primarily used in isolating samples for further 
analysis and identification. It can' however, be used 
to identify drugs and poisons and nondrug sub
stances such as paints or hydrocarbons, flammable 
and accelerants. 

UV. Ultraviolet spectroscopy is used for drugs, 
poisons, dyes and pigments. agricultural chemicals, 
and other organic compounds. 
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